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Abstract
Disposal of digestate and fermenting remainders from the biogas facilities represents a
serious problem. In order to drastically reduce the volume of digestate the principle of
thermal concentration could be applied to it.

The goal of the study was to develop an economic and energy efficient digestate
concentrating plant on the basis of humidification dehumidification (HD) principles. The
advantage of using HD system was the possibility to combine it with the biogas plant that
provides the low temperature waste heat necessary to drive the process. The simple,
inexpensive process design and mild operating conditions provided further merits for the
application of HD towards digestate processing.

Experiments were done on specifically designed experimental test-rig, and a simulation
model using Aspen Plus was developed to perform parametric studies. Through the
parametric studies, the simulation model was optimized, and it provided the necessary
design data for the construction of the first prototype.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Utilization of biogas plants for the disposal of organic wastes from industry, and
agriculture is becoming more common. As a form of renewable energy, biomass plays an
important role in the future energy mix due to its high potential for electricity production.
Moreover, by application of this technology, the greenhouse gases emissions and air
pollution would be diminished due to the consequent reduction in the fossil fuel
exploitations. During fermentation in the biogas facility, biomass is decomposed into
methane and carbon dioxide with an aid of different types of bacteria (Poeschl, Ward, &
Owende, 2010). Methane produced is used for electricity and heat generation. Low
temperature waste heat can be used for heating purposes but due to seasonal fluctuations
the demand for the heat can be hindered leading to its release into the environment.
Currently, Germany is a world leader in the exploitation of the biogas technology, which
provides 1.6% of the country’s total electricity demand (Poeschl et al., 2010).

The by-product of this process is the fermentation residue, digestate, which has high
water content and relatively low nutrient concentration. The composition of the digestate
is highly dependent on the initial feed to the biogas plant and the fermentation process.
The liquid portions can range from 80-95% of the digestate and contain at least 5% of
dissolved matter such as nitrogen, phosphate, calcium, potassium, magnesium, salts and
some organic substrates. Currently, digestate is directly applied on the farmland where it
serves as a valuable fertilizer. However, the problem arises once the allowable nutrients
loads per farm are met and the high cost of the redistribution of digestate between areas
with nutrient surplus and those with shortages arises. The nutrient that most often limits
the application of digestate on the farm is nitrogen and thus specific measures are often
taken to deal with it (Fuchs, 2010). Moreover, for its intended utilization as a fertilizer,
digestate typically needs to be stored until the growing season, requiring large storage
facilities (Lukehurst, Frost, & Al Seadi, 2010). Such problems could be mitigated by the
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removal of water from the digestate which reduces digestate’s volume and in turn its
transportation and storage costs. Subsequent increase of digestate nutrient concentration
would provide a better-quality fertilizer.

Due to the environmental concerns with the generation of greenhouse gasses, renewable
energy generation via biomass fermentation is becoming more common. In the past
decade, the number of biogas plants and their capacity has drastically increased which is
accompanied with the drastic increase in the quantity of digestate produced. For an
instance, the biggest biogas plant accumulates approximately 400,000 tonnes of digestate
per year (Fuchs et al, 2010).

The goal of the study was to develop and design an economical and energy efficient
process for the removal of water from digestate leading to a product with higher nutrient
concentration.

This process was developed on the basis of Humidification

Dehumidification (HD) principles in which water is removed by diffusive evaporation at
temperatures below water boiling point and recovered by condensation.

Produced

concentrate of high nutrient content was to be reused as a fertilizer, while purified
distillate was to be disposed in the sewage or depending on its quality, be reused within
the biogas facility.

Energetic efficiency was to be achieved through the utilization of low temperature waste
heat from the biogas plant, and by the application of the heat recovery measures within
the process.

Currently in the industry concentration by water removal is primarily done by
evaporation through drying, membrane processes or vacuum evaporation. Features of the
HD process, which make it suitable for digestate treatment, are (Bourouni, Chaibi, &
Tadrist, 2001):

•

Ease of operation and small machine expenditure

•

Relative insensitivity of the process to the feed quality
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•

High quality of distillate

•

Utilization of low temperatures up to 85°C

•

The cost reduction due to the possibility to use plastics and waste heat

The development of the HD system for digestate processing was done in several
optimization steps, starting with the evaluation of the HD process by performing
experiments. The first step was the construction of the experimental test rig, development
of the experimental plan and the performance of the experiments. These experiments
were intended to demonstrate the extent of water removal with the HD process.
Following the experimental phase, in order to fully characterize and optimize the process,
a numerical model using Aspen Plus by AspenTech was developed. Simulation model
was validated by accurately modelling obtained experimental results and it was further
extended to perform the thorough parametric studies. Hence, the simulation was a core
piece of the work schedule. The optimized simulation model provided the design data
necessary for the construction of the prototype. The experiments on the developed
prototype were still to be done at the time of this thesis submission.

The project was financed by the German Federal Ministry of Economy and Technology
under the initiative to promote the innovative programs amongst German corporations.
The study was conducted under the collaboration of Lehrstuhl für Thermodynamik,
Technische Universität München (TUM) and Company Bürger GmbH Co. KG. Tasks of
TUM in the joint project were to perform experiments, build up a numerical model for
the simulation of HD process, its analytical optimization, and finally the scientific
evaluation of the planned prototype. These mentioned tasks are discussed within this
thesis and were completed by me, who at the time was a graduate student of The
University of Western Ontario. GmbH Bürger dealt with the details concerning the
construction of the prototype, focusing on design of the liquid digestate pre-treatment,
and the combination of the humidification dehumidification unit with the existing biogas
facilities.
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CHAPTER 2
STATE OF THE ART FOR DIGESTATE PROCESSING
Currently within the agricultural industry there are different means of processing
digestate and the complexity of these systems is governed by the desired concentration
level. Depending on the local needs, treatments can be classified into two separation
approaches; the partial treatment and the complete purification (Fuchs, 2010). Partial
treatment means that the overall quantity is reduced and separated parts can be stored
more easily. On the other hand, complete purification means that the valuable ingredients
are completely separated and that liquid fraction is clean enough to be discharged into the
water body (Fuchs, 2010). More specifically the processing strategies could be divided
into three broad sections; physical, chemical, and biological methods. These methods are
not strictly divided and the combination of them is frequently used.

2.1 Physical Methods
Physical methods can be employed for the separations ranging from the separation of
coarse particles and liquids to the separation of the small particles on a molecular level.
These methods can be further subdivided into mechanical and thermal separation.

2.1.1 Mechanical Separation
As digestate comes out of the biogas plant, usually the first requirement of any separation
methodology is the coarse solid/liquid separation. Coarse solid particles can be
mechanically separated from the liquid by using for instance rotary screen separators or
screw extractor separator dependent on the digestate to be processed (Bauer, Mayr,
Hopfher-Sixt, Amon, 2009). Slower, but less expensive physical method for coarse
particle separation is sedimentation. Sedimentation is controlled by the density gradients
and gravity, and is done within a sedimentation tank or decanter centrifuge (Klink &
Salewski, 2008). The decanter can be a horizontal rotating drum which removes the
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coarse particles by centrifugal force (Chiumenti, Chiumenti, & da Borso, 2010). Since
sedimentation is a time consuming process, it is typically enhanced by addition of
inorganic flocculants which, by increase in the particles size, increase the sedimentation
rate (Chiumenti, et al, 2010). Separation can be further enhanced by the application of
vibration mechanisms (Fuchs, 2010).

After the removal of coarse particles, the liquid portion of digestate proceeds to the more
advanced separation stages (Chiumenti, et al., 2010). For the physical separation of the
small particles different membrane technologies can be used. Membrane technologies
utilized include microfiltration, ultrafiltration and reverse osmosis, selected dependent on
the composition of digestate and desired separation level (Waeger, Delhaye, & Fuchs,
2010). Microfiltration and ultrafiltration are employed for the separation of macro
molecules, while reverse osmosis for the separation of the molecular substances such as
ammonia and salt (Klink & Salewski, 2008). In membrane processes, particles and
dissolved materials are separated from the solvent by membranes of different mesh sizes
and often, with an aid of external pressure. The mixture or suspension is led through the
membrane where the liquid portion permeates leaving behind particles, minerals and
salts.
Ultrafiltration can be applied for the removal of solids and dissolved macro-molecules,
elimination of germs and bacteria, retention of fermented biomass, and removal of
particulate chemical oxygen demand COD (Klink, & Salewski, 2008). Pore diameters of
ultrafiltration membranes range from 0.2 to 0.05pm. For digestate processing, ceramic
multi-channel membranes are typically used, which in order to operate, require pressures
of approximately 200kPa (Klink, & Salewski, 2008). Disadvantage of most membrane
processes is that in order to be effective, typically, a number of membrane modules are
needed. Due to the high possibility of membrane fouling and pore clogging their
replacement is frequent. Currently there is a newly developed titanium oxide membrane,
Duratech®, particularly applied for digestate separation. Developers claim that due to the
innovative coating process, this membrane has high abrasion resistance and its operation
life is prolonged (Klink, & Salewski, 2008).
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Since ultrafiltration is only efficient for the separation of macromolecules, it is often
followed by the reverse osmosis which separates even smaller particles by application of
higher pressures. In reverse osmosis, the low pressure section can be at 900 kPa, while
the pressure at high pressure section can be as high as 3900 kPa (Chiumenti, et al., 2010)
and the size of particles removed ranges from 0.1 to 1 nm (Klink, & Salewski, 2008).
Typically, a sequence of the reverse osmosis stages with different pressures is necessary
to achieve a desired separation level and hence requires high energetic input. Chiumenti
et al. (2010) achieved 30% ammonium removal by application of a sequence of parallel
ultrafiltration units, followed by 98% ammonium removal by application of series of
reverse osmosis membranes.

Disadvantages associated with the membrane processes are (Waeger et al., 2010):
1. Fouling: organic vegetation growing on the membrane
2. Scaling: the sealing of the pores by insoluble salt deposits
3. Frequent cleaning, leading to extended down time and high consumption of
cleaning chemicals
4. Relatively high electrical consumption (20kWh/m3 of distillate)
5. Not yet established process for treatment of digestate

Physical methods designed especially for the ammonia removal from digestate is
ammonia stripping. It is commonly applied for the treatment of wastewater from different
industries; while the performance of ammonia stripping for digestate treatment, as of
now, has only been performed on the laboratory scale (Gustin & Marinsek-Logar, 2011).
This process involves the contact of air and digestate in specially designed column, where
due to ammonia diffusion to the air, air takes away ammonia from the digestate. In order
for this process to be efficient, pH of digestate needs to be increased and this can be done
by adding calcium hydroxide or CO2 stripping (Lei, Sugiura, Feng, & Maekewa, 2007).
After stripping, ammonia is harvested back by the recovery with sulphuric acid, which
can be further treated by crystallization, producing a solid fertilizer.
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2.1.2

Thermal Separation

Thermal processes applied for digestate treatments are vacuum evaporation and thermal
drying.
Under vacuum evaporation, due to the low pressure conditions, water evaporates from the
digestate at low temperatures. Due to the low pressure requirement, vacuum evaporation
is energetically intensive, and for digestate treatment it is only applicable if the
connection to combined heat and power plant (CHP) is available. Moreover, usually
multi-effect evaporation is required to achieve the desired outcome, which further
increases the operational cost (Fuchs et al., 2010). Currently, the utilization of vacuum
evaporation for digestate processing is mainly in the research phase. Bonmati et al.
(2003) performed experiments with the simple 250 mL glass vial under reduced pressure
proving that vacuum evaporation could be an interesting option for the treatment of
digestate.
Drying is more commonly applied thermal method that can take place in a belt dryer or
drum dryer (Spinnler, 2007). To prevent dripping from the unit, often the operational
requirement is to have a relatively concentrated solution. Due to this restriction,
sometimes already dried material needs to be added back to the digestate before drying.
The exhaust air streams tend to be loaded with odours materials and ammonia and need to
be sent to the ammonia treatment unit (Spinnler, 2007). Company Dorset Milieutechniek
utilizes a belt dryer system for digestate processing. This system is energetically
inefficient since, according to their records, the performance ratio is in the range 0.5-0.6
with the additional electricity demand for the operation of exhaust fans (Spinnler, 2007).
On the other hand, system such as Wendewolf® relies on the solar energy for drying and
consumes 20-30 kWh/m3 of electricity. Disadvantage of utilization of solar energy is the
space requirement, weather dependency and discontinuous operation (Spinnler, 2007).
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2.2 Chemical Methods
Most chemical methods are usually employed to improve the separation efficiencies
achieved with physical methods. Chemicals such as aluminium sulphate, lime and
gypsum are added to coagulate and therefore enhance the solid liquid separation by
augmenting the settling rate (Navaratnasamy, Feddes, & Leonard, 2004).
Magnesium Ammonium Phsophate (MAP) precipitation is a chemical method for the
removal of ammonium or phosphate. By utilization of the magnesium ion (Mg2+) as a
limiting reactant, nitrogen and phosphate are crystallized in the form of MAP which
alters their solubility and hence causes precipitation. This method also requires prior
removal of carbonates, is highly sensitive to the composition of digestate, and is affected
by pH, and temperature of solution (Uludag-Demirer, Demirer, & Chen, 2005).

2.3 Biological Method
Common biological method for digestate processing is the nitrification/denitirification.
Essentially, in nitrification/denitrifcation bioreactors, the full nitrogen cycle is achieved
by converting ammonia into nitrogen with an aid of different bacteria. First, ammonia is
converted to nitrite by Nitrosomonas bacteria and then Nitrobacter converts nitrite (NO ’)
into nitrate (NO3) (Mortenson, 2008). Subsequently, nitrate is converted to nitrogen gas
(N2) by bacterial consumption of oxygen from nitrate molecule under anaerobic
conditions. Due to the low solubility in water, N2 diffuses into the atmosphere
(Mortenson, 2008). Disadvantage of this process is that it fully eliminates the valuable
nitrogen and hence the additional, energetically demanding and environmentally
unfriendly production of inorganic fertilizers is necessary (Masse, Masse, & Pellerin,
2007).
Recently alternative short-cut methods of nitrification/ denitrification have been
developed. Anammox® is such a method, in which nitrate step is skipped and nitritation
bacteria directly convert ammonium to nitrogen gas. This process achieves high nitrogen
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removal and is more economical and efficient than original nitrification/ denitrificaiton
process (Anammox®). Further improvement is the CANON process in which the nitration
and Anamox reaction can co-occur in a single reactor. However most of the experience
gained with these two processes comes from the plants and practical experience is yet to
be fully explored (Young-Ho & Hoon-Chang, 2006).

The application of biological treatments for digestate is unattractive option due to the
high investment cost and operating expenses (Fuchs, 2010). Moreover, the quality of
product often does not meet the standards, and further treatments are necessary which
increases the complexity of the overall process (Fuchs, 2010).

2.4 Example of Digestate Processing Plant, EnviTec
As mentioned, digestate processing can vary according to the desired separation degree; it
can be a straightforward process or it can have several involving steps such as digestate
processing by EnviTec Biogas. In their process the first step is the solid removal, which is
done with press screw. After removal of coarse solids, flocculation agents are added to
the solution, which is released into the decanter. Fugate from decanter goes to the
ultrafiltration membrane which is followed by the reverse osmosis, where concentrate
containing NH4, N, K, P is separated from the water (EnviTech Biogas AG).

2.5 Conclusion: State of the Art
There are numerous physical, chemical and biological methods used for digestate
processing but the separation methods that produce a sufficient level of separation, as
specified in the present study, are only the membrane processes, drying and vacuum
evaporation. Disadvantages of these methods in terms of their application in the
agricultural sector are:

High machine expenditure
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•

High maintenance cost

•

Instability

•

High operation cost

•

Technological level not sustainable on simple agricultural farms

Moreover, the inconveniency of processes mentioned in the State of the Art section, is
their incompatibility with the low temperature waste heat provided by the biogas plant.
For instance, physical methods such as membranes require electricity as a power source,
and drying processes require a high temperature heat, needing an additional heat input.

Mechanical and thermal methods are considered energetically intensive and typically are
not economically feasible for applications on large scales (Lukehurst et al., 2010). Thus
the new method of processing digestate by application of HD principles seems to be a
promising separation option that maximized the potential of waste heat from biogas plant
and separates digestate into valuable products.
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CHAPTER 3
TECHNICAL SCOPE OF THE PROJECT
The innovative approach for digestate processing by application of humidification
dehumidification principles was suggested and investigated within this study. HD process
is well established within the desalination industry but its applicability for the processing
of digestate has not been considered before.

By application of HD for digestate processing, the following goals were set:

•

Energetic efficiency defined in terms of Gained-Output-Ratio (GOR) value equal
to or greater than 2

•

50% water removal from digestate

•

Production of clean distillate with ammonia concentration below 70 mg/1 that
meets the standards set for the release into sewage system

Energy efficiency was defined in terms of Gained Output Ratio value (GOR); the ratio of
the latent heat of evaporation of the water produced, to the heat input to the process
(Narayan et.al, 2010). It is essentially the effectiveness of water production and an index
of the amount of heat recovery achieved in the system (Narayan et.al, 2010).

GOr = ! ^ ^

l

(1)

Q,
where
nidist is the mass flow of distillate produced [kg/h]
Ah is the latent heat of evaporation [kJ/kg]
Qin is the heat input [kJ/h]
The block flow diagram of the proposed process is shown in Figure 1. The first step is the
removal of the coarse solids by mechanical means, followed by the ammonia treatment,
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and finally the humidification dehumidification process. From the HD process, it was
desired to produce a clean distillate that can be reused on the farm or disposed in the
sewage. Separated coarse solids were to be remixed with the concentrate from the HD
and used as a fertilizer.

Coarse
Solids

Concentrate

Distillate
Figure 1: Block-flow diagram of suggested digestate processing system

3.1 Humidification Dehumidification Process for Desalination
Among the well known desalination processes, humidification dehumidification is
noticeable because it involves the diffusive mass transfer and utilizes air as a carrying
medium.

As shown in Figure 2, this system is composed of closed-air/open-water cycles. In its
closed cycle, air is the water carrying medium which removes the fresh water from the
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salt water (humidification) and then releases it in the separate step (dehumidification).
The important characteristic of air is that its water carrying capacity increases with the
temperature. When air gets in contact with heated salt water in the evaporator, due to the
diffusive mass transfer, water vapour is transferred to the air which carries it away. From
the evaporator, the concentrated brine (4) is released on one end and, on the other end, the
hot humid air (6). Subsequently, the fresh water (5) is recovered by condensation. In
condenser, air is cooled, which causes condensation of the vapour and release of latent
heat of condensation. Since air follows the closed loop cycle, after dehumidification,
cooled air (7) goes back to the evaporator for the next cycle. In order to increase the
energetic efficiency of the process, the cooling medium sent to the condenser is the actual
salt water (1) that is to be processed. Here the latent heat of evaporation is recovered by
salt water (2), which is then heated in a heater to the specified temperature and sent to the
evaporator column (3) for processing (Ettouney, 2005). The external heat compensates
for the sensitive heat losses and can be provided by different means.

Since boiling

temperature of water does not need to be reached, the low temperature heat can be
provided with waste heat, solar energy or geothermal energy. The advantage of this
system when compared to the other desalination techniques is that it operates at
atmospheric pressure and low temperatures allowing the utilization of materials such as
plastics and polyester. Such materials are light, inexpensive, easy to clean and most
importantly non-corrosive. Different configurations of the system are currently under the
investigations but a typical configuration involves a packed evaporator and different
condenser designs (Bourouni, Chaibi, & Tadrist, 2001).
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Heater

Evaporator

(4)

(5)

Figure 2: Humidification dehumidification principles for desalination of salt water

3.2 Humidification Dehumidification for Digestate Processing
The innovative idea proposed in this thesis is to apply the principles of HD, explained in
Section 3.1, for digestate processing. The separation of water from the digestate was to
take place in the evaporator, from where the remaining nutrient concentrate was to be
used as a fertilizer. The heat needed to run the process was to be obtained from the waste
heat of the biogas plant which would otherwise be released into the atmosphere. The
difference between desalination and digestate processing by HD is that the product of
digestate processing will not be desalted water, but rather distillate which could be
reused.
The potential of utilization of HD for digestate processing lies in the fact that the typical
energetic efficiency of HD is in the range of GOR=2 (Narayan et.al, 2010), while in
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conventional drying process, GOR is approximately 0.7 (Spinnler, 2007). Due to the high
energetic efficiency, defined by the heat recovery within the process in terms GOR value,
the low temperature heat from the biogas plant would be the sufficient energy to run the
process. With specified GOR value of 2, and latent heat of evaporation being
628kWh/m3, it is necessary to provide 314kWh of heat to produce lm3 of distillate. A
typical biogas plant that generates 13,500 tones of digestate per year also produces
500kWei electrical energy, 400kWth thermal energy and provides 3,120MWh/year of
waste heat. Due to the efficiency of the process of heat transfer from the biogas facility to
the HD process, it was safe to assume that approximately 70% of waste heat could be
used for digestate processing. This provides 2,184,000 kWh/year of waste heat from the
biogas plant and since the necessary heat is 314kWh/m3, 6 955m3 distillate per year could
be produced. As such biogas plant produces 13,500m3 of digestate per year, it means that
based on the waste heat provided, approximately 50% of water can be removed from the
digestate (Spinnler, 2007). Therefore, the energy would be provided by the biogas plant
and the external energy supply would not be necessary.

Moreover, in such diffusive process the boiling point of water does not need to be
exceeded which allows the operation at temperatures below 90°C. At these temperatures,
the waste heat provided by the cooling water or the exhaust gas from the biogas plant can
be efficiently used. Further advantage is that at this temperature range plastics can be
used which is advantageous during the handling of corrosive medium.

50% water removal from digestate was considered to be limited by the waste heat
provided by the biogas plant. This value was acceptable because with multi-stage vacuum
evaporation process, 50% volume reduction is also obtained (Fuchs et al., 2010). With
50% volume reduction there is a correspondent transportation cost reduction, and the
reduction in the size of the storage area required. On the other hand, a further water
removal would lead to a higher energetic demand, such as pumping power, due to the
increase in digestate viscosity and the system would be more prone to clogging due to the
higher digestate concentrations.
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Thus, HD has a great potential for digestate processing compared with other methods.
The advantages of application of HD principles within the agricultural sector are, that this
method is:

•

Economical

•

To a large extent insensitive to the feed composition

•

Produces a high quality distillate

•

Uses low-temperature waste heat, which makes cogeneration with biogas plant
possible

•

Provides the possibility of using plastics and modularity of the plants

•

The ease of operation makes it appropriate for operation by farmers with
reasonable technical knowledge
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CHAPTER 4
DESIGN OF HD DIGESTATE PROCESSING PLANT
In order to effectively shift the application of HD from desalination to the digestate
processing, the designs and adjustments explained in the following section were
considered.

4.1 Design of Evaporator
Evaporation of digestate was proposed to be done in a packed humidification column as it
is typically done in the desalination process. The advantages of packed columns include
simple and, as long as the tower diameter is not too large, usually relatively inexpensive
construction (Kister, 1992). Moreover, packings tend to have a significantly higher
capacity when compared to the tray column for a given separation duty (Kister, 1992).
For example Lieberman noted that a properly designed packed tower could have 20-40%
more capacity than trayed tower with an equal number of fractionation stages (Branan,
2002 ).

Packed columns also offer great flexibility because packings can be changed relatively
easily to accommodate any particular problem and can be made out of variety of
materials (Kister, 1992). With this flexibility the column characteristics can be easily
modified to increase its efficiency.

Additionally the pressure drop is usually low through packed columns (Kister, 1992).
Lower pressure drop indicates safer operations and less energy consumption, leading to
the reduction in the economic cost.

Packings generally have low liquid holdup which is beneficial because it decreases the
amount of degradation of the column, thus reducing the repair and maintenance costs
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(Branan, 2002).

When hazardous materials are found in the system, the lower liquid

holdup on the packings reduces negative effects associated with the hazardousness
(Branan, 2002).

4.1.1

Packing Arrangement

A packed column is a shell, either filled with randomly packed elements or having a
regular solid structure designed to disperse the liquid, bringing it into the close contact
with the rising gas (Kister, 1992). Generally the objectives of all packings are (Kister,
1992):
•

To maximize the surface area per unit volume; this maximizes vapour-liquid
contact area and therefore efficiency

•

To promote uniform distribution of vapour and liquid throughout the packed bed

•

To freely drain any liquid, so that stagnant liquid pockets are minimized

•

To maximize wetting of packing surfaces

Table 1 lists the characteristics, advantages and disadvantages between the random,
structured and grid packing arrangements. This comparison table is used for the final
decision regarding the packings arrangements in the evaporator.
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Table 1 Packings arrangement in a column (Kister, 1992)
Type o f Packing

Characteristics

Advantages

Random or

■ Discrete pieces of

■ Most common in

Dumped

packing of a specific

commercial

Packings

geometrical shape which

practices

are dumped or randomly
packed into the column
■ Efficiency increases as

Disadvantages

■ Inspecting and
maintaining far
easier than

the particle size is

structured

decreased

packings
■ Cheap

Structured or

■ Crimped layers of wire

■ Less common

Systematically

mesh or corrugated

■ 3 to 10 times

arranged

sheets

Packings

more expensive
per unit volume

■ Sections are stacked in

than random

the column

packings

■ Efficiency increases as

■ More prone to

the space between

corrosion

adjacent layers is
decreased
Grids

■ Systematically arranged

■ Less expensive,

■ Limited primarily

packings that use and

less prone to

to wash services

open-lattice structure

corrosion, and

■ More expensive

degradation than

than random

the lattice openings are

structured

packings

narrowed

packings

■ Efficiency increases as

The first step in decision making was to disregard the grid packing arrangement since it is
limited primary to wash services. The random packings appear to require lower
maintenance cost and, overall investments while maintaining the comparable efficiency
with structural packing arrangement. Additionally random packings are less likely to
corrode because they are available in the greater variety of material. These packings are
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the most common in commercial practice, indicating that there is more data available for
their instalment and performance. They are also available in a great variety of shapes
which can create a large internal surface with a small pressure drop.

Due to these

advantages the random packing arrangement was selected.

4.1.2 Packing Types
Different shapes of packings are available and they are chosen based on specifications of
the particular system. First utilized packings were Raschig Ring and Berl Saddle. These
packings were superseded by more modem packings such as Pall Ring and Intalox
Saddle, which are popular and often utilized in the industry.
advantages and disadvantages of different types of packings.

Table 2 lists some
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Table 2: Shapes of packings (Kister, 1992)
Packing Type

Advantages

Disadvantages

Raschig Rings

■ Earliest type

■ Less efficient than others

(R.Rings)

■ Cheaper per unit cost than others

■ Produces considerable side thrust

■ Available in widest variety of
material to fit the service
■ Sound structurally

on tower
■ Usually has more internal liquid
channeling
■ Directs more liquid to the walls of
the tower

Berl Saddles

■ More efficient than R.Rings

■ More costly than R.Rings

(B. Saddles)

■ Don’t produce as much side thrust

■ Packing nests together and creates

■ Lower unit pressure drops with
higher flooding point than R.Rings

“light” spots in bed which
promotes channeling
■ Easier to break than R.Rings

Saddle Rings

■ More efficient packings (superseded ■ More costly
the Berl saddles)
Very little tendency to block or nest
areas of the bed
■ Gives fairly uniform bed
■ Higher flooding limit and lower
pressure drops than R.Rings and B.
Saddles

Pall Rings

■ Lower pressure drop than in R.

■ Side thrust on column wall

Rings
■ Higher flooding limit
■ High liquid distribution
■ High capacity
Spiral Rings

■ Extra contact surface than R.Rings

■ Higher pressure drop

■ Available in single, double or triple

■ Wider variety of performance data

internal design

not available
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After analyzing the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed packing types, Pall
Rings were chosen for evaporator. This type of packings have lower pressure drop than
Raschig Rings, along with high flooding limit, high liquid distribution and high capacity.

4.1.3 Packing Materials
Table 3 displays the possible packing materials along with the advantages and
disadvantages of each.

Table 3: Packing materials (Kister, 1992)
M aterial

Advantages

Disadvantages

Metal-Carbon

■ Highest capacity and

■ Not applicable for corrosive environments

Steel

efficiency
■ Wide range of geometries
■ Unbreakable

Ceramics

■ High chemical inertness

■ Less common

■ Resistance to high

■ Lower Capacity

temperature

■ Unavailable in many popular geometries
■ Breakable

Plastic

■ Inexpensive

■ Temperature sensitive

■ Easy to handle

■ Degrade in oxidizing atmospheres and
certain solvents
■ Become brittle upon aging
■ Poor wettability
■ May take several days to reach normal
efficiency

Among analyzed materials, plastic packing were selected because these types of packing
are inexpensive, easy to handle, effective and resistant to corrosion.
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4.2 Design of Condenser
Dehumidification of air in desalination is most often done in the counter current shell &
tube heat exchanger (Ettouney, 2005). This type of heat exchanger consists of a shell,
which is a vessel that encloses the tube bundle arranged in a specific configuration
according to the process specifications (Ray, 2008). Typically the humid air flows
through the shell side while water flows through the tubes exchanging heat. Condensation
occurs on the shell side producing condensate that can be detached from tubes surfaces
exposing more condensation area (Ray, 2008). Having a vapour on the tube side is
avoided because condensate forms a layer at the inside bottom of each tube lowering the
heat transfer coefficient.

Due to the high fraction of non condensable gases present in the humid air, the heat
transfer coefficient is considerably reduced and the prediction of this coefficient is
complex (Carey, 1992). In HD system, one means of reducing the average heat transfer
resistance of the liquid on the surface is to promote dropwise condensation (Carey, 1992).
Thus, by replacing a uniformly thick film with droplets, a significantly higher mean heat
transfer coefficient is obtained. Dropwise condensation could be achieved by coating the
surfaces or designing a heat exchanger with formed or extended surfaces where
condensate flows from peak region to valley region (Carey, 1992). This thins the film in
the peak regions, allowing more rapid condensation at peak region at the expense of the
valley regions where the film is thicker (Carey, 1992).

Due to the limitations associated with the presence of large amounts of non condensable
gases, large surface areas are necessary and thus the long horizontal condensers are
utilized for desalination. In order to decrease the length, but still have an efficient heat
transfer, the multi-pass, cross-flow condenser was considered for digestate processing.
Multi-pass, cross-flow heat exchanger can approach the thermal performance of true
counter current heat exchangers (Shah & Sekulic, 2003).
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4.3 Ammonia Treatment
As mentioned, the presence of nitrogen in the form of ammonia in digestate limits the
direct application of digestate on the farms due to the nutrient overloads. Moreover,
another problem associated with ammonia is its low vapor pressure which leads to the
simultaneous ammonia stripping and water evaporation in the HD process. Ammonia
stripping is subsequently followed by ammonia condensation and hence the presence of
nitrogenous components in the produced distillate (Clegg & Whitfield, 1995). With high
concentration of nitrogenous components, the produced distillate would contradict the
requirement for its reusability and might not meet the standard for the sewage disposal.

Therefore, to avoid the poor quality of distillate it was necessary to design appropriate
ammonia treatment. Ammonia can be treated in either liquid or vapour phase by (Gang,
2002):

•

Liquid phase:
Air stripping
Steam stripping
Biological nitrification/denitrification process
Electrochemical oxidation
Catalytic wet oxidation
Selective ion exchangers
Acid treatment

•

Vapour phase:
Acid scrubbing
Biofilters

For digestate processing two options were considered, acid treatment (liquid phase
method) and acid scrubbing (vapour phase method).
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4.3.1 Acid Treatment
Digestate is typically 95% water, and in water, ammonia and ammonium ion exist in a
chemical equilibrium, shown below. This equilibrium is highly dependent on the pH and
temperature of the solution (Clegg & Whitfield, 1995).

NH4++ OH~

NH3 + H 20

(2)

If acid is added to the solution, free ammonia (NH3) will combine with H+ shifting the
chemical equilibrium toward NfC4. The reverse is true for the addition of base. The
dependency of chemical equilibrium on pH is much stronger than its dependency on
temperature (Clegg & Whitfield, 1995) but generally the portion of ammonia increases
with increasing pH value and rising the temperature.
After the anaerobic treatment in a biogas plant the pH value of the digestate is between
7.5 - 8.2, and is a function of the assigned substrates and the condition of the fermentation
process. By reducing the pH value to approximately 5 before evaporation, the substantial
portion of nitrogen would be present as ammonium and accordingly only a small portion
of the ammonia that still remains in the digestate, would diffuse into the air stream.

For lowering the pH value of digestate, relatively high acid quantity would be required
since digestate in the pH range of about 6.5 has a hydrogen carbonate buffer, which can
absorb part of the FC ions. This prevents the pH-reduction until a certain amount of acid
is added. On the other hand, due to the simplicity of the process, acid treatment provides
an advantage in terms of low equipment expenditure.

4.3.2 Acid scrubbing
Removal of ammonia from the air stream by acid scrubbing prior to the dehumidification
was also considered as an ammonia removal option. Scrubbing of ammonia from the air
could be done within additional packed column. This column would geometrically
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resemble the proposed evaporator, and would be placed in-between the evaporator and
condenser. In the scrubber column, humid air and sulphuric acid stream would interact in
the counter-current manner, leading to an efficient mass and heat transfer between two
streams. Sulphuric acid would absorb ammonia from the air, and upon dehumidification
of the air, clean distillate within allowable limits would be produced.

The necessary sulphuric acid quantity depends on the ammonia concentration of the
digestate. This procedure could be meaningful and favourable because the product would
be the ammonium sulphate which could be sold as a fertilizer (Gang, 2002). Therefore in
addition to attaining the concentrate with high nutrient loads and clean distillate, through
additional step of ammonia scrubbing, the fertilizer that could be directly introduced into
agricultural sector is produced.
Compared to acid treatment, acid scrubbing would be a more advantageous for the
processes in which digestate has high buffer capacity. In such cases, acid consumption
compared to the acid treatment is smaller and hence more favourable, but due to the
expenditure and process complexity associated with the additional column, acid treatment
appeared as a more suitable option for digestate processing and hence was used for the
first prototype.

4.4 Conclusion
Based on the literature analysis, preliminary evaporator and condenser column
configurations were selected. Evaporator column was to be configured as a packed
column filled with random plastic Pall Ring packings. Condenser was to be a cross-flow,
shell & tube heat exchanger with humid air on the shell side and digestate on the tube
side. In order to meet the allowable standards for ammonia concentration in the distillate,
acid treatment was suggested because this procedure seems more economically feasible
due to the lowest machine expenditure and process simplicity.
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CHAPTER 5
HD EXPERIMENTS
To prove the feasibility of the HD process towards digestate processing, experiments
were conducted on specifically designed HD system. The preliminary experimentation
was done to observe the effectiveness of the water removal from digestate by application
of HD principles and ammonia behaviour in the system. Water removal was defined as
the amount of distillate produced per hour, divided by the amount of water processed per
hour.

To prevent the damage of the experimental test rig which could occur due to the
utilization of the actual digestate, experiments were done with water and with ammoniawater solution and were performed on the adjusted Aqua Tube at TUM.

5.1 Experimental Test Rig
Utilized test rig, Aqua Tube, Figure 3, set up at TUM, was initially designed for
performing of HD experiments with phase change materials inside of evaporator and
condenser. Aqua Tube was composed of two cylindrical columns, connected by means of
reducers, elbows, intermidiate horizontal tubes, specially designed flanges, and quick
connect pull rings in a symmetrical and closed loop arrangement.

The transparent

cylindrical columns for the evaporator and condenser had 0.4m inner diameter, were
0.9m high, and 2mm thick.

Water at evaporator inlet was heated by a controllable heating system that consisted of 3
electrical heaters. Hot water storage tank which had a capacity of 0.5m , was used for
brine recirculation within evaporator.
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Two cold water storage tanks of lm capacity each were arranged in a parallel scheme so
that they could be switched alternatively at any time during plant operation to maintain
the pumped cold water temperature within appropriate limits.

Figure 3: Aqua Tube at TUM

For the proposed digestate study it was necessary to adjust the Aqua Tube to
accommodate the intended experiments. Condenser was designed as a multi-pass, crossflow, shell & tube heat exchanger and evaporator was designed as a packed column.

5.1.1

Condenser

Specific cross-flow, shell & tube condenser was constructed out of series of welded
capillary tube mats and installed within Aqua Tube. These capillary tube mats are
typically used as heating and cooling mats in ceilings and were obtained from company
Beka fur Klima-Komfort, Germany. Tube mats were made out of polypropylene random
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copolymer (l-7wt.% ethylene and 93-99wt.% propylene), shown in Figure 4. Each tube
outside diameter was 4.5mm, thickness was 0.8mm and the distance between tubes was
10mm. Series of 30 tube passes were welded together, where each pass had 15 tubes and
total height achieved was 0.8m, as seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4: One capillary mat; 30 tube passes cross-flow condenser; condenser casing

The plastic rectangular casing was designed as a shell around the capillary mats. Plastic
casing was 10mm thick with dimensions 596x596x800 mm and made of the
polypropylene supplied by Sahlberg GmbH & Co. KG. The connections between the
circular top and bottom sections of Aqua Tube and new rectangular condenser were
achieved with spouts from Fr. Jacob Sohne GmbH & Co, Germany.
Within the Aqua Tube, the condenser was installed in such orientation to have an up-flow
of water inside of capillary mats and down-flow of the air on the outside of the mats. The
small pump was installed to pump the water to the top of condenser. Distillate formed on
the outside of the capillary mats flew down due to the gravity to the condenser outlet.
Small DC pump was used to help evacuate water from the condenser. Aqua Tube with
newly installed condenser can be seen in Figure 8.
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5.1.2 Evaporator
Evaporator was adjusted by removing the empty PCM balls and replacing them with
Hiflow packings, Figure 5, up to the height of 0.8 m. Diameter of the column was 0.4m.
For appropriate distribution shower head was installed above the packing. Shower head
was a plastic ball with randomly distributed holes through which water could flow, seen
in Figure 5. The counter current flow was maintained within the column, where water
came from the top and the air from the bottom of the column.

Figure 5: Pall Rings; Shower head; Installed evaporator

5.1.3 Distillate Storage Tank
For the collection of distillate, distillate tank was placed below condenser. Two 501 tanks
were used interchangeably after one hour of operation. Each tank was calibrated before
experiments and small marks were made at every 1 litre point.

5.1.4 Measuring Techniques
K-type thermocouples were installed for the temperature measurement and temperature
data was recorded using the data logger software every 20 seconds. All thermocouples
were calibrated under the same conditions with an accuracy of ±2 °C (or uncertainty of
±5 %). Water, air, and column wall temperatures were measured at eighteen different
locations in the Aqua Tube using 20 thermocouples.
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For measuring the mass flow rate of hot water at the evaporator inlet, two rotameters
were used upstream and downstream of the electrical heater with accuracy of ± 5 %. The
inlet mass flow rate to the condenser was measured using electronic flow meter with an
accuracy of ± 3 % for a wide range of operational flow rates.
Air mass flow rate was an important variable in the experiments and was regulated by the
ventilator switch and measured using digital TESTO 425 anemometer. Ventilator AC
control device was precalibrated at different air velocities for a given sets of parameters.
Four air velocities used in experiments were measured in the dry conditions, above the
evaporator, at 8 positions over the cross sectional area; in both lateral and longitudinal
axis. The average values were determined and shown in Figure 6. Measuring uncertainity
range for air velocity was estimated to be within ± 8 %.
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----- Mean Velocity A
----- Mean Velocity B
...... Average

----- Mean Velocity C
---- Mean Velocity D

---- Mean Velocity A
----- Mean Velocity B
...... Average

----- Mean Velocity C
---- Mean Velocity D

Figure 6: Air velocity measurement profiles over cross sectional area of Aqua Tube

The average air velocities, obtained from the 8 measurements over the cross sectional
area of the evaporator, are shown in Table 4.
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8. A standard 0.1 mol/1 NH3 solution was diluted to achieve 6 calibration samples of
different concentrations

Calibration was done in 250ml beakers where each one was filled with 200ml of total
solution. Thus 198ml of calibration solution and 2ml of prepared sample conditioning
solution were filled in each beaker for the measurement. Electrode potential in mV was
plotted on the log paper giving calibration graph shown in Figure 7.

The electrode was kept in the storage solution between the sampling and rinsed with
distilled water and blot dried before each measurement. Moreover, it was additionally
rinsed after each sampling. It was always kept at least one minute in the storage solution
before consecutive measurement. To improve the accuracy of ammonia concentration
samples were all measured once they were at constant room temperature.

Calibration curve for NH3 electrode

NH3 concentration [mol/l]

Figure 7: NH3 electrode calibration curve
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Fully adjusted Aqua Tube with new evaporator and cross flow, shell & tube condenser
can be seen in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Adjusted Aqua Tube

5.2 Experimental Procedure
As mentioned, two sets of experiments were performed; the first set was done with water,
while the second set was done with ammonia-water instead of digestate to prevent the
possible damage to the unit.

The test rig configuration comprises of three closed loops as shown in Figure 9; the air
loop (1), the water (ammonia-water) loop (2), and the cooling water loop (3). Auxiliary
open loop (4) was necessary to maintain the temperature of cooling water constant. For
ammonia-water experiments, the specified amount of NH4OH solution calculated as
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describe in section 5.2.1 was added to the evaporator storage tank to prepare a solution of
specific ammonia concentration. NH4OH was mixed within a tank by performing the
recirculation runs on the evaporator side before the actual experimental runs. Water or
ammonia-water solution were heated through the electrical water heater (H-101) and then
sprayed over the evaporator (E-101) packings to humidify the counter-current air stream.
Partial evaporation and convective heat transfer cooled the water to TEWj0Ut. Water from
the evaporator was released to the hot water storage tank from where it was re-circulated
to repeat the cycle (2). The humidified air was guided to the top of condenser, where the
cold water flow from the bottom through the capillary mats in a cross flow orientation.
Due to the temperature difference of the two streams, the water vapour in the air was
condensed releasing its latent heat of condensation to the cooling water. Produced
distillate trickled down from each capillary mat pass into the distillate collection tank
where its volume was measured at one hour periods. After a sample of distillate was
obtained, the remainder was returned to the hot water evaporator tank to maintain the
relatively stable concentration within the cycles. Samples were tightly stored until the
next day when they were at room temperature. The temperature of the cooling water was
raised from T Wjin to T WjOUt, while the air temperature and humidity decreased from T a,m
to Tca>0ut and win to wout respectively. In order to maintain the constant temperature of the
cooling water additional heat exchanger (HE-101) was used where water at TcW;0Ut was
cooled to T Wf0Ut; hence the goal was to have T W;0Ut= T

w ,m-

Dehumidified and cooled

air from the condenser was re-circulated back into the evaporator to complete the closed
loop cycle (1). It was assumed that during experimentation there were no heat losses to
the ambient. Ventilator was used to obtain air velocities specified per experiment.
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The test runs were performed over a time span of 4 hours under steady state conditions.
During the plant operation the mass flow meters were checked regularly and the output
distillate was measured in one hour periods. A sample of distillate was collected in small
250ml plastic jars. This sample was cooled and its ammonia concentration was measured
the next day to assure that all concentration measurements were done at the ambient
temperature, limiting the measurement errors imposed due to the temperature differences
of the samples.

5.2.1 Solution Preparation & Testing
To prepare the ammonia-water solution, a 10% v/v ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH) was
used.

To prepare the desired concentration of the ammonia-water solution, molarity of
ammonia in the ammonium hydroxide, MNH3, was calculated by dividing the number of
moles in the solution by the volume of solution, according to Equation 4:
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NH

=

NmolNH,

(4)

NH.OH

The number of moles is calculated by dividing the mass of solution by the molecular
weight, Equation 5.
NmolNH• =

W,NH*
MW,NH,

(5)

The weight of solution was measured by taking the volume and multiplying it by the
density of solution, Equation 6.
^ NH,OH = ^ N H tOH X P

^

n H,OH

From the mass fraction of ammonia in ammonium hydroxide solution, the weight of
ammonia in the solution was calculated by Equation 7.
(7)

^ N H , — ^ N H .O H X X NH,

Since P n h 4 0 h

=

980 kg/m3 ,

V

n h 4o h

=

0.001m3 and x n h 3= 0.028

Wm = 980000g/w 3x 0.00 lw3x 0.028
Wnh3= 27.44 g
Therefore
NmolNHi =

27.44g
17.03g /mol

Thus, in the commercial solution there were 1.61 moles and; the molarity according to
Equation 4 is:
MNH3= 1.61 mol/1
Since, according to the manufacturers, the electrode’s accuracy decreases when
measuring NH3 concentrations below lx l0'5 mol/1, this concentration was selected as the
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limiting concentration for the experiments. Two additional ammonia concentrations were
tested, lxlO^mol/l and SxlO^mol/l.
The concentration of NH3 in solution can also be obtained theoretically from the pH
measurement, with assumption that only ammonia was found in water without any other
pH altering components and buffers by using methodology presented below.

Ammonium water equilibrium (8) can be defined through the equilibrium constant which
is a function of species’ concentrations according to Equation 9.
NH3 + H 20

8

NHaOH <-> NH a + OH~

( )

(9)

[NH3]

Since equilibrium constant Kb =1.78x10 5 and [NHA ] ~ [OH ], Equation 9 can be
rearranged to obtain [OH-]:
[OH-] =

.78 x 1O' 5x [NH3]

(10)

To determine the pH of solution concentration of hydroxide [OH‘] can be used with
Equation 11, where:
pOH = -log[OH-]

(11)

Thus theoretical pH can be calculated by Equation 12,
pH = \ A - pOH

(12)

The pH of manure typically ranges between 8.2 and 9.2, thus these specified
concentrations covered the range. With the specification of NH3 concentration,
theoretical pHs of solutions were calculated, Table 5.
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Table 5: NH3 concentration of solutions tested
Selected Experimental [NH3]

Theoretical pH

lxlO'5 mol/1

9.1

lxlO^mol/l

9.6

5x1 O'4 mol/1

10

The actual ammonia concentration in the digestate is much higher than the ammonia
concentration in the solution tested, but digestate pH is only slightly basic 8.2-9.1. This is
because digestate has high buffering capacity that maintains the pH at such ranges.

The volume of NH4OH needed to prepare ammonia-water solution at specified
concentrations, was calculated by considering the specified concentration and the number
of moles of NH3 in the bought ammonium hydroxide solution, according to Equation 13:
r^ nh2 =

Nm° U
NH-,

(13)

water

The number of moles can be calculated from the molarity of the solution according to
Equation 14,
NmolNHj = M NHi x VNHt0H

(14)

Therefore the volume of ammonium hydroxide that needs to be added to the water was
calculated according to Equation 15.
C

NH,OH

n H,

X Vwater

M AW,

(15)

The volumes of NH4OH added to achieve the specified NH3 feed concentration per
experiment, are presented in Table 6.
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Table 6: Volume of NH4OH added
Specified experimental [NH3]

Volume NH4OH added

lxlO'5 mol/1

3.1 ml

lxlO^mol/l

31 ml

5x1 O'4 mol/1

156 ml

5.2.2 Experimental Structure
For the organization purposes experiments were divided into 2 sets, where the first set of
experiments focused on the evaluation of the performance of a cross-flow, shell & tube
condenser in the HD, while second set investigated ammonia concentration in produced
distillate. Furthermore, each set was sub-divided into broad sub-sections based on
maintaining three most important variables constant per subset. These variables were:
water mass flow rate into evaporator, water mass flow rate into condenser and air
velocity. Within these sub-sets certain variables were varied too. Table 7, presents the
specified boundary conditions associated with Experimental Set 1 and its subsets.

Table 7: Organization of Experimental Set 1
Exp. Set 1: Efficiency of Cross-Flow Shell & Tube Condenser in HD Process
Water Mass Temperature Water Mass Air velocity Cooling
Exp.
water Mass
of Water
Flow Rate
[m/s]
Flow Rate
Number
flow rate
into
into
into
Condenser
Evaporator
[kg/h]
Evaporator
[kg/h]
[kg/h]
m
800
300
0.27
Exp. 1.1
500
83
800
0.27
83
500
Exp. 1.2
500
0.80
800
300
Exp. 1.3
500
83
800
0.80
83
500
Exp. 1.4
500
800
500
0.49
Exp. 1.5
83
500
1.04
800
Exp. 1.6
83
500
500

Experimental Set 2, Table 8, was divided into 4 similar sub sets, where each sub set was
completed with 3 different initial ammonia concentrations, ie. Ixl0"5mol/1, lxlO^mol/l,
SxlO^mol/l.
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Table 8 : Organization of Experimental Set 2
Exp. Set 2: Distillate quality obtained from water-ammonia solution in HD Process
Temperature Water Mass Air velocity Cooling
Exp.
Ammoniawater Mass
Flow Rate
[m/s]
water
of water
Number
flow rate
into
into
mixture
Condenser
Evaporator
[kg/h]
Mass Flow
[kg/h]
[°C]
Rate into
Evaporator
rkg/h]
0.27
800
300
Exp. 2.1
500
83
800
500
0.27
Exp. 2.2
500
83
800
0.80
83
300
Exp. 2.3
500
0.80
800
500
Exp. 2.4
500
83
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CHAPTER 6
RESULTS & DISCUSSION
For the first set of experiments where the performance of the cross-flow, shell & tube
condenser was investigated, the examined variables were the distillate production and the
temperatures at various points in the system. On the other hand, the main variables
monitored during ammonia-water experiments were the distillate production and its
ammonia concentration.

6.1 Experimental Set 1: Performance analysis of cross- flow, shell &
tube condenser in HD Process
Multi-pass, cross-flow, shell & tube condenser was installed within the test rig as
explained in section 5.1.1. Cooling water entered condenser at the bottom while the hot
humid air entered from the top. As water vapour condensed, it descended down the
capillary mats and was collected in the distillate tank. Distillate produced was measured
on the hourly bases. Water removal percentage was defined as a ratio of distillate
produced in one hour of operation to the mass of water processed in the one hour of
operation.

6.1.1 Effect o f temperature o f water into condenser on the water removal percentage
Three specified temperatures of water into condenser were 23°C, 30°C and 40°C. In
Figure 10 it can be seen that as the temperature of water into condenser increased, the
water removal percentage decreased. It was important to notice that as the temperature
increased from 24°C to 38°C the average decrease in water removal amount was 0.85%.
This could be important during digestate processing because the temperature at which
digestate enters the HD process could vary dependent on the fermentation process in the
biogas plant and the storage time of digestate. Thus, it appeared that the temperature of
digestate was not a crucial variable in terms of water percentage removal. It was desired
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to have the temperature of water into condenser as a controlled variable but during the
system operation it was hard to maintain it constant, as seen in Figure 10. The
temperature fluctuations were due to the limited heat transfer in the heat exchanger.
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Figure 10: Effect of water temperature into condenser on the water removal percentage within
different experiments

Moreover, from Figure 10, it can be seen that as the air velocity was increased, the water
removal percentage decreased. This could have been due to the limited cooling of air as
its velocity was increased, releasing the smaller amounts of distillate. The highest water
removal was approximately 4.9% when the temperature of water into condenser was
25°C and air velocity was 0.27m/s.
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6.1.2 Effect o f air to water mass flow ratio on the water removal & GOR value
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Figure 11: Effect of air to water mass flow ratio on the water removal percentage at different
temperatures of water into condenser

Figure 11 demonstrates the effect of the air to water mass flow ratio on the water removal
percentage at different temperatures of water into condenser. It can be seen that the trends
at lower (25°C and 28°C) and higher (32°C) temperatures of water into condenser had
different behaviour. At lower temperatures of water into condenser (25°C and 28°C), as
the air to water mass flow rate was increased, the water removal percentage was
subsequently increased. At certain ratio, the maximum removal percentage was reached
after which the water removal percentage started to decrease with the increase in the
ratio. Moreover, it was observed that the maximum points were obtained at smaller ratios
when the temperature of water into condenser was higher. According to this observation,
it was concluded that the reason that at higher temperatures of water into condenser the
lines were without maximum, was that their maximum points could only be achieved at
the smaller ratios for which the experiments were not done.

This maximum point was the maximum air mass flow rate that can be cooled to the
minimum temperature (the minimum temperature was defined as a temperature 1°C
higher than the temperature of the cooling water). After the maximum point, with the
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increase in the air mass flow rate its temperature increased too, and hence less water
vapour was condensed.

Air To Water Mass Flow Ratio
Figure 12: Effect of air to water ratio on GOR value at different temperatures of water into
condenser

Air to water mass flow ratio had a similar effect on the GOR value, Figure 12. The more
representative results appeared to be at the lower temperatures of water into condenser
(25°C and 28°C). As the air to water mass flow ratio was increased, the GOR value also
increased, until the maximum was reached. After the maximum point the opposite trend
was observed. This was because as the air mass flow rate was slowly increased, even
though the temperature of the air into the condenser was slightly decreased, the mass heat
capacity was sufficient to preheat the water stream to a reasonable temperature. In turn,
as the air mass flow was further increased, the temperature of it significantly decreased
leading to less preheating of water. Since water was less preheated, more heat input was
necessary to heat it up to the specified 85°C. This additional heat input was the reason
why the GOR value was decreased after certain air to water ratio. This is comparable to
Narayan et al. results, who in their thermodynamic analysis of HD desalination cycles
also noted that there is an optimum mass flow ratio at which GOR value peaks. As can
be seen in Figure 12, as the temperature of water into condenser was increased, this
maximum was shifted to the left, meaning that with higher temperatures of water into
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condenser, the lower air mass flow rates are necessary to achieve the highest energetic
efficiency.

The maximum GOR value obtained during experiments was around 1,

indicating there were some heat losses within the system. This was not considered as a
limitation of the experiment because the main goal was to observe the trends in GOR
value, rather than its absolute values.

Moreover, the absolute value of GOR was higher with higher temperatures of water into
condenser. The predicament was that with the higher temperatures of water into
condenser, the GOR value increased while the water removal reduced. Therefore, the
balance between the two inverse trends was necessary to find the optimum conditions for
a process at specified temperature of water into condenser.

6.1.3

Condenser Efficiency

Condenser efficiency was defined as a ratio of achieved condensation rate in the
condenser to the maximum condensation rate according to Equation 16, as explained by
Li et al. (2006).

e=

mdis
mflV
( w inin- w-mm )/

(16)

where:
mdiS is distillate produced [kg/h]
ma is the mass flow rate of dry air [kg/h]
Win is the absolute humidity of the air stream evaluated at the Ta,c>m
wmi„ is the minimum absolute humidity of air assuming that the air temperature out of the
condenser is equal to the temperature of water into condenser; Tmin=TW;Cjin

Absolute humidity w, was calculated using Equation 17,
0,622®Psal(Ta)
P -V P sJ T J
where:

(17)
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P is total system pressure [kPa]
P sat

is water saturation pressure corresponding to the air temperature [kPa]

O is the relative humidity and since during experiments, it was assumed that air was
saturated, 0 = 1.

P sa t

was calculated using Antoine equation for the temperature range of 10°C to 160°C

Equation 18:
,ogl0P „ = 7.9 6 6 8 ,-^ 1 1

(18)

where:
T is the temperature [°C]
Psat is the pressure [mmHg]
Average condenser efficiency per air velocity was calculated and shown in Table 9.

Table 9: Condenser efficiency
Air Velocity [m/s]
0.27
0.49
0.80
1.04

Condenser Efficiency, e
0.98
0.71
0.49
0.42

As seen in Table 9, the condenser efficiency decreased with increase in the air velocity,
and hence the mass flow rates utilized. With lowest air velocity, the capillary mat multi
pass, cross-flow, shell & tube condenser appeared to be very effective 98%, while at
highest velocity the efficiency decreased to 42%. This could be due to the geometrical
limitations of the constructed condenser, which was suitable for smaller operating
conditions (mass flow rates).

6.2 Experimental Set 2: Distillate quality from ammonia solution in
HD Process

Second experimental set was designed with the aim to observe the distillate quality in
terms of ammonia concentration that can be expected by processing digestate with HD
principles. This was observed by preparing the feed with different ammonia
concentrations and running it through the Aqua Tube.

From Figure 13 it can be seen that as the initial feed NH3 concentration was increased the
concentration amount achieved in distillate decreased. Concentration ratio was defined as
a ratio of distillate NH3 concentration to the feed NH3 concentration. Such observation
was significant for the consideration of the actual digestate, whose initial NH3
concentration is low. The observation indicated that regardless whether digestate NH3
concentration is low, the NH3 concentration amount in distillate could be high and above
the acceptable limits.
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Figure 13: Average NH3 concentration ratio at different experiments

More comprehensive representation of the amount of ammonia removed can be seen in
Figure 14, where the molar removal amounts were compared. Removal amount was
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defined as the amount of moles of NH3 removed from the feed and found in the distillate.
In Figure 14, as the initial feed NH3 concentration increased, the absolute amount of
ammonia removed and found in distillate increased too.

Thus, at higher feed NH3

concentrations, with assumption that there was no buffer solution in the system, pH
increased and according to the water ammonia equilibrium, there was more ammonia
than ammonium ion present in the solution. As more ammonia gas was present, which
has low solubility in water; more was diffused and carried away by the air stream.
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Figure 14: NH3 molar removal amount from the feed

Figure 15 presents the average NH3 removal amounts.
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The observed effect of air velocity, seen in Figure 13 through Figure 15, was that as the
air velocity was decreased, more ammonia was removed from the ammonia water
solution. Therefore experiments with air velocity of 0.27m/s had the higher ammonia
removal amounts than experiments with air velocity of 0.80m/s. The reason could be the
temperature of the air stream. As the air velocity was decreased, its temperature from the
evaporator was increased which affected the thermodynamic equilibrium of ammonia
between liquid and vapor phase. The influence on the equilibrium can be explained with
the Henry’s constant which is a function of the temperature. Hence, with the increase in
the temperature, diffusivity of the ammonia was increased as well.

Moreover, the

temperature of the air from the condenser was also decreased with the smaller air
velocities indicating more cooling. Therefore, the greater overall temperature difference
was achieved with smaller air velocities.

As expected, there was also an influence of water mass flow rates into condenser on the
ammonia concentration amounts in distillate. As the water mass flow rate into condenser
was decreased the concentration amount decreased too, because there was less cooling
and in turn less ammonia condensation in the water.
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Figure 16: Average percent of NH3 removal

Figure 16, presents the average NH3 removal in terms of percentage, and the overall
summary of ammonia removal is shown in Table 10.

Table 10: Average NH3 removal amounts
Feed NH3
Cone.

Exp. 2.1
Exp. 2.2
Exp. 2.3
Exp. 2.4

Ix l 0 "5 mol/1
Average
nh3
Removal
[%]
36
39
30
28

lxlO^mol/l
Cone.
Ratio

8.7
9.3
7.2
6.7

Average
nh3
Removal
[%]
26
33
15
20

5xl0"4 mol/l
Cone.
Ratio

6.1
7.1
3.9
4.5

Average
nh3
Removal
[%]
15
17
9
14

Cone.
Ratio

3.5
3.6
2.4
3.1

Overall the highest ammonia removal amount in terms of percentage was approximately
40% with the initial feed concentration of Ixl0"5mol/1. One the other hand, with the
higher initial feed concentration the minimum ammonia removal amount was 9%. Both
of these values indicate a very high ammonia removal and when compared to digestate
whose average ammonia molar concentration is approximately 0.2 mol/1, in order to meet
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the allowable ammonia release amounts (distillate concentration lower than 0.004mol/l)
only 0.1% of ammonia would be allowed to be removed.

6.3 Conclusion: Results & Discussions
From the experiments it was concluded that a multi-pass, cross-flow shell & tube heat
exchanger can be used as a condenser in HD process and that the condenser efficiency of
about 98% can be achieved depended on the boundary condition imposed. The highest
water removal percentage was approximately 5%, with condenser water temperature
25°C and air to water mass flow ratio in the range of 0.24-0.4. Generally, better energetic
efficiency can be achieved with the higher temperature of water into condenser at the
expense of the water removal percentage.
The initial ammonia concentration in the feed had a great impact on the distillate
ammonia concentration. It was observed that the percentage of ammonia removed with
distillate increased with the smaller initial feed concentration. On the other hand, when
the absolute values of ammonia removed are compared, more moles of ammonia were
removed at higher initial feed concentrations. The maximum ammonia removal
percentage was 40%, and the lowest was 9%. According to these removal rates, the
expected ammonia concentration in the distillate after digestate processing was expected
to be higher than the concentration amounts allowed for the sewage disposal therefore the
adequate ammonia treatment is needed to be implemented. In order for this regulation to
be met, only 0.1% of ammonia is allowed to be removed from the digestate.
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CHAPTER 7
SIMULATION
Experimental work can be tedious and time consuming, and hence within a scientific
research, it is useful to develop a simulation model which can replace the repetitive
experimental work, providing results with high accuracy in a short period of time. Once
the simulation model developed is confirmed with the experimental results, parametric
studies can be done in a relatively fast and reliable manner.

A simulation model of the experiments conducted on Aqua Tube was developed using
Aspen Plus by AspenTech. With Aspen Plus the experimental column configuration and
the boundary conditions imposed within experiments were accurately modeled. The
model was validated by comparing the simulation and experimental results.

7.1 Simulation Software
The simulation software utilized was Aspen Plus by AspenTech. This software was
selected because it allows a user to quantitatively model the characteristic equations of a
chemical process which are then used for conceptual design, optimization and
performance monitoring of the processes (Aspen Plus, 2008).

Aspen Plus provides reliable and extensive physical-chemical property data and with
realistic operating conditions, and flexibility to either use the rigorous equipment models
or user-defined models, in the flowsheet simulation it is possible to simulate the actual
plant behavior (Darwish, Al-Hashimi, & Al-Mansoori, 2008). Darwish et al. (2008)
found that their Aspen Plus model of the absorption-refrigeration water-ammonia system
compared favorably to the experimental data. For the task at hand, sequential modular
simulation sequence was done in which each unit operation block was solved in a certain
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sequence. Given specific process design and with appropriate selection of thermodynamic
models, mathematical models were used to predict the performance of the process.

7.2

Simulation Set Up

7.2.1 Property Model
In order to properly simulate the actual behavior within a system, appropriate properties
of each component were needed to be determined. Thermodynamic, transport and
physical properties were of crucial importance. Aspen Plus contains property models
which are equations or sets of equations necessary to calculate a property. As many
properties are temperature dependent, Aspen Plus also provides temperature dependent
functions in place of the parameters. The collections of such models are contained in a
property method. Therefore selecting a property method, which contains appropriate
models, that use the enormous data sets to calculate physical properties, sequence seen in
Figure 17, was a crucial step of the simulation (Aspen Physical Property System, 2001).

Databank
Property
Method

Property
Model

?

Property

Figure 17: Aspen Plus property calculation methodology

Since water and ammonia solution both dissociate into ionic species it was necessary to
select appropriate property model that deals with ionic species. The advantage of using
Aspen Plus software was that it contains specialized thermodynamic models to represent
the non ideal behavior and that all unit operations deal directly with the ions and salts
formed by solution chemistry (Aspen Physical Property System, 2001).

The first step in the simulation strategy was to develop a solution chemistry which
defines the chemical reactions, such as complete or partial dissociations expected to occur
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in the mixture, where chemical equilibrium was still assumed. To define solution
chemistry, the true component approach was used, in which equations describing solution
chemistry are solved simultaneously with the unit operation equations. The true species
method was chosen because it was important to obtain the results in which the difference
in the concentrations of NH3 and NFL»+ can be seen. Dissociation of ionic species is
significant when dealing with ammonia because ammonia removal techniques are highly
dependent on the dissociation between ammonium ion and ammonia.

As in any other system, in order to perform electrolyte simulation, where mass and
energy balances and phase equilibrium are computed, thermophysical properties, such as
activity coefficient, enthalpy and Gibbs free energy are necessary. As mentioned earlier,
the selection of a property method for any system is a crucial component of the
simulation and for the system at hand Apisour Method was selected. This method was
selected because it was primarily designed for the application within the systems
composed of water, ammonia, carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulfide. API sour is
correlation-based property method which can describe specific components under well
described conditions (Aspen Physical Property System, 2001) therefore it was highly
reliable for the ammonia water mixture.

For the correct simulation within the RadFrac unit model (evaporator), the property
method was further specified and extended to provide more accurate results. Within this
column, the Non Random Two Liquid-Redlich-Kwong (NRTL-RK) method was used.
RK is Redlich-Kwong cubic equation of state used for all vapor phase properties where
nonideality is assumed to be small. NRTL is useful for the system in which highly non
ideal behaviour is expected and it calculates the liquid activity coefficient (Aspen
Physical Property System, 2001).

Transport properties were calculated with build-in empirical correlations with the
corrections for the presence of electrolyte system and with the experimental data stored in
Aspen Plus data bank for variety of components.
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7.2.2 Flowsheet Simulation
Modeled flowsheet simulation was designed so that it mimicked the actual experimental
configuration. The actual geometry of the evaporator was implemented into RadFrac
Block Model, with Rate-based mode. RadFrac simulates packed columns, rather than
having the idealized representation of the equilibrium stages (Aspen Plus, 2008). It
explicitly accounted for the underlying interphase mass and heat transfer processes to
determine the degree of separation (Aspen Plus, 2008).

Onda correlation was used for the mass transfer coefficient and the interfacial area
calculation, while Chilton and Colburn method was used for calculation of the heat
transfer coefficients from the binary mass transfer coefficients.

Exchanger Design & Rating (EDR) Program by AspenTech was used for modeling of the
condenser. Within this program the accurate specification of the condenser geometry was
possible leading to a precise unit modeling. EDR was connected to Aspen Plus interface
for the simultaneous execution of two simulation interfaces.

7.3

Simulation Validity

A first step of developing an accurate simulation model that can be used for the
parametric analysis of the overall process, was determining the percent difference
between the results obtained from the experiments and the developed model. Therefore,
simulation model was primarily developed to simulate the experiments; the accuracy of
the developed model was determined and afterwards the parametric studies were done to
aid in the design of the prototype.

In order to validate the simulation model, results were compared to the experimental
results. Within the Experimental Set 1, where the performance of the cross-flow, shell &
tube condenser in HD process was analyzed, temperatures at various points in the system

along with distillate production were compared. In Experimental Set 2, the NH3 distillate
concentrations between simulation and experiments were compared at various conditions.

7.3.1

Experimental Set 1

For temperature measurement, 20 Type-K thermocouples were used along various points
along the Aqua Tube. Twenty Type-K thermocouples were arranged as in Figure 18.

The air temperature out of evaporator was measured at two points, T-320 and T-308,
along with the one temperature measurement at the elbow wall, T-306. At the entrance
of condenser, the air temperature was also measured at two points, T-104 and T-120
along with temperature at the elbow, T-114. Six temperature measurements were
consistent since the distance from the top of evaporator to the top of condenser was
considerably short and no significant cooling of the air stream and heat lost occurred,
T a,out = T

a,in.

Thus, the air temperature obtained from the experiments was considered to

be the average temperature of 6 temperature measurements. Data logger recorded these
temperatures every 20 seconds and since in one hour period the values did not vary
significantly, they were averaged and specified as a steady state temperatures per hour of
experimentation with constant boundary conditions. This temperature was specified as
TE a,out _ rpAC a,in

T 11

1 1.

Temperature of water out of evaporator,

T Ew>out,

was measured with T-307 along with

additional thermocouple down the column at the exit with T-302. The measurement of
those two thermocouples were relatively consistent and within acceptable differences,
and T Ew,out = T2.
Air temperature between condenser outlet and evaporator inlet was measured at two
points, with T-105 and T-309. During experiments with higher air velocity rate the
measurements of these two thermocouples were relatively consistent, but some problems
were experienced with the temperature measurement at lower air velocities. The
temperature measured at T-105 was the same as measured distillate temperature, T-109
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but quite lower than the temperature measured by T-309. Since this problem was only
associated with lower air velocities the reason could have been that at such low velocities,
air was suppressed by the distillate flow and T-105 was actually measuring the
temperature of distillate; air was squeezed through the column before its temperature can
be measured by this thermocouple. On the other hand, T-309 measured unreasonably
high temperature because of the same impact of low air velocities. Thus, for the lower air
velocities, T3 was specified to be the average temperature measured by T-105 and T-309.
Since temperatures measured were quite consistent for the high air velocities, T3 was
specified as T-309.
Temperature of cooling water from condenser, T Wj0ut was measured with T -lll and
specified as T4.

Heater

Figure 18: Thermocouple positions in Aqua Tube
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Summary of the temperature acronym, its position within the Aqua Tube, the
thermocouple number and equation can be seen in Table 11.

Table 11: Temperature nomenclature
Name The Measurement Location Thermocouple Number & Equation
Tl
T2
T3

T4

Air out of evaporator/into
condenser
Water out of evaporator

(T-320 + T-308 + T-306 + T-l 14 + T-104 +
T-120)/6
T-307

Air out of condenser/into
evaporator

va=0.80 m/s; T-309

Cooling water out of
condenser

T-l 11

va=0.27 m/s; (T-l05 + T-309) / 2

Experimental T l, T2, T3, T4 were compared to the simulation results, where mass flow
rate and temperature of water into condenser, mass flow rate and temperature of water
into evaporator, along with columns geometry were all specified within the simulation.
The values were plotted in Kelvins and assumption was that due to the accuracy of typeK thermocouple of 2K, allowable simulation and experimental difference was 2K. Figure
19-21 are the plots of temperatures obtained from experimental and simulation work.
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Percent difference between simulation and experimental temperatures was calculated
with Equation 19 and shown in Table 12:

D.

absolute(Varexp - Varsim) ^ QQ
(Varexp + Varsim)/2

(19)

Table 12: Percent difference between experimental and simulation results
Temperature

Percent Difference (%)

T1

0.24

T2

0.46

T3

0.57

T4

0.07

As can be seen from Table 12, the percent difference between considered temperatures
measured in experiments and the simulation temperatures was smaller then 1%.
Therefore, the developed simulation model can be used to accurately represent the
conditions that are expected to occur in a real operation.

Distillate production between measured and simulation results is shown in Figure 22.
Since the inaccuracy of distillate production measured technique was 5%, the maximum
acceptable percent difference was 5%.
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Figure 22: Difference between experimental and simulation distillate production results

The average percent difference of distillate produced was less than 5% (-4.5%) which
fell within the allowable range specified by the inaccuracy of the experimental
equipment. Therefore, it can be concluded that the simulation model was truly
representative of the process and that it could be used for the design and optimization of
the actual process.

7.3.2

Experimental Set 2

For the determination of the accuracy of simulation models, the concentration results
obtained from direct distillate measurement and simulation were compared. Simulation
model was adjusted for each particular experiment to accurately represent the boundary
conditions specified within the experiments.

Electrode specification, according to the manufacturers, was that at good conditions
electrode had an offset of +/- 15mV. Measured and simulation concentrations were
plotted in terms of mV to easily compare the accuracy according to the allowed offset.
Figures 23, 24 and 25 present the experimentally measured and simulation obtained NH3
distillate concentration, at initial feed NH3 concentration of Ixl0'5mol/1, lxloAnol/l and
5xlO'smol/l respectively.
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Figure 23: Di fference between experimental and simulation distillate NH3 concentration with feed
concentration of Ixl0"5mol/1
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Figure 25: Difference between experimental and simulation distillate NH3 concentration at feed
concentration of 5x1 O'4mol/1

The average percent differences between the experimental and simulation results were
calculated per specified feed NH3 concentration utilizing Equation 19. Results can be
seen in Table 13.

Table 13: Percent difference between experimental and simulation results at
different feed NH3 concentration
Feed NH3 Concentration [mol/1]

Percent Difference [%]

lxlO'5

12.5

lxlO"4

3.1

5x1 O’4

6.4

As seen in Table 13, the highest percent difference was obtained with the lowest NH3
concentration. This could be due to the sensitivity of the ammonia electrode, whose
limiting detection ammonia concentration is lxlO'5 mol/1, thus the electrode measurement
was more susceptible to error at these conditions. Moreover, the difference could have
been due to the limitation of the software to accurately describe the phase behaviour.
Darwish et al. (2008) noted that in their Aspen Plus simulation model, the highest
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deviation of approximately 5% between the experimental and simulation results was
noticed for ammonia concentration in the weak solution. Overall, the percent difference
was below 10% which met the allowable error specified in the project proposal.

7.4 Conclusion: Simulation
The percent difference between experimental and simulation temperatures was less than
1%, difference between distillate production was less than 5% and the average difference
in NH3 distillate concentration was 7%, therefore it was concluded that the flowsheet
simulation in Aspen Plus can be effectively used for the design and optimization of the
process.
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CHAPTER 8
SIMULATION PARAMETRIC STUDIES
A flowsheet simulation of the process was implemented to determine the extent of the
applicability of humidification dehumidification process for the water removal from the
digestate. Within the flowsheet simulation the operating conditions necessary to obtain
the highest water removal and energetic efficiency were determined. Parametric studies
were done by performing a sensitivity analysis on different process configurations.
Highly developed block models provided by Aspen Plus were used for the internal
column design.

Digestate is a complex mixture whose composition and quality highly depend on the type
of the initial feed fed into the biogas plant and a type of fermentation process. According
to the lab tests done on the digestate coming out of the particular biogas plant in
Anrochte, Germany, digestate contains components such as Nitrogen, Phosphorus,
Magnesium, K2O, CaO, and metals such as Pb, Cd, Cr, Cu, Ni, Zn, etc. Due to the
complexity of the mixture, there was a high possibility that some species might
completely or partially dissociate, while some species could associate into different
combinations and could precipitate as salts. The presence of ionic species in the digestate
results in a highly nonideal solution but through the highly developed properties methods
in Aspen Plus the thermodynamic characteristics were accurately determined. Within the
simulation, digestate was classified as an electrolyte mixture. Typical electrolyte mixture
exhibits highly non-ideal behaviour in the liquid phase leading to the more complex
properties calculations.

For the simulation of digestate, a mixture of water, ammonia and acetic acid was used.
Acetic acid was chosen as a representative of the organic acids found in the digestate
since it usually has the highest mass fraction amongst other acids. The compositions
simulated were obtained from the lab analysis of digestate. For the preliminary
simulations the remaining components were not considered because the concentration of
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them in digestate was relatively small, and the convergence of the simulation due to their
presence was much more complex and unstable. Simple simulation in which the entire
range of components expected was compared with the simulation of digestate made up of
only water, ammonia and acetic acid was done. The difference between the results
obtained was minimal, hence it was concluded that within the simulations for parametric
optimization, digestate can be composed of only water, ammonia and acetic acid while
still accurately representing the actual behavior expected within the system.

In the

proceeding discussions, the simulated mixture of water, ammonia and acetic acid will be
referred to as a water mixture.

Flowsheet simulation implemented with configuration of the one stage process is shown
in Figure 26. Water mixture was preliminary heated in the condenser B2 by the recovery
of the condensation enthalpy from the humid air. Additional heating was done in the
heater B3 with the waste heat assumed to be provided by the biogas plant. Heated water
mixture then proceeded to the evaporator B 1, where it interacted with air, was heated and
humidified. Heating and humidification of air changes its density, allowing it to advance
from the top of the evaporator to the top of condenser. Within condenser, the decrease in
the air temperature led to the condensation of its water content and production of
distillate. Condenser block had only one output for each hot and cold stream and since the
air stream contained two phases, separator column B4 was used. Liquid and vapor phases
were separated in B4, providing a distillate output and dehumidified air that was re
circulated back to the evaporator. Mixer B5 was used to account for the small amounts of
air that were being dissolved in the water mixture, maintaining the mass balance within
the process.
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Figure 26: Simulation schematic of the process

Columns were run sequentially, starting with the evaporator column, going to condenser,
then heater, separator and mixer.

Different process configurations were analyzed to obtain the ultimate configuration and
to meet the goal criteria. Influences of different variables on the water removal
percentage and energetic efficiency, GOR value, were observed. Effects are explained in
subsequent sections.

The goal was to design a HD process that has a GOR value greater than 2 and through
which 50% of water can be removed from the digestate. Useful process parameters and
geometrical features of the process that were determined within simulations include:

Evaporator column configuration
Air mass flow rate
Digestate temperature into evaporator
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•

Digestate temperature into condenser

•

Air temperature into evaporator

•

Air temperature out of condenser

8.1 Parametric Study for Evaporator
Evaporator column height, diameter, type of packings were all selected based on the
parameter analysis explained in the following section. Analysis was done with constant
boundary conditions in terms of the water mixture and air mass flow rates at the
optimized conditions.

8.1.1

Packing Material

According to the literature analysis random plastic packing, Pall Rings, seemed to be the
most suitable for this application. As packing materials were changed, packing
parameters such as surface area, void fraction and Stichlmair parameters for particular
type of packing changed accordingly. Based on the simulation results, plastic packing
seemed to have the best efficiency. Efficiency was defined as the water removal within
the evaporator column; difference between the amount of water vapour in the air stream
at the entrance and the exit of the evaporator, Figure 27. With plastic packing the highest
water removal achieved within evaporator was 8.2%, compared to 7.8% by ceramic
packing. The difference was not significant, but plastic packing was chosen due to further
advantages described in the section 4.1.
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Figure 27: Effect of different packing materials on the water removal percentage

For specific size of Pall Rings, the metallic packings have the lowest surface area with
the greatest voidage. On the contrary, ceramic packing had the lowest voidage which
was the reason why they gave the lowest efficiency. Note these simulations were done at
the constant column height and diameter, water mixture flow rate, air mass flow rates and
air temperature out of the condenser.

8.1.2 Effect o f Packing Height on the Water Removal Percentage
Figure 28 shows that as column height was increased there was increase in the water
removal percentage until a saturation point for the particular air mass flow was reached.
As in the analysis of the experimental results, in the following discussion water removal
percentage is defined as the amount of water removed as distillate divided by the total
amount of water mixture processed. Saturation point was approached because the limit of
air maximum temperature was slowly reached along with the limit of the air carrying
capacity at the specified temperature. Hence as height was increased, the equilibrium
between water mixture and the air stream was slowly approached and from that point on,
the further increase in height would have insignificant effect on the overall efficiency.
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Figure 28: Effect of packing height in the evaporator on the water removal percentage & GOR value

Note the above analysis was done with constant column diameter, air and water mixture
mass flow rates, as well as with the constant specification of the air temperature out of
condenser.

Similar effect of the packing height on the GOR value was observed. When the height
was increased from 1.5m to 2m, GOR value was increased by 0.23, which corresponds to
the decrease in the utilization of energy from approximately 258 kWh/m of distillate to
287 kWh/ m thus change of 29 kWh/ m . For the prototype the column height was
selected to be 2m.
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8.1.3 Effect o f Evaporator Diameter on the Water Removal Percentage
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Figure 29: Effect of evaporator diameter on water removal percentage

As diameter of the column was increased there was less water removed, as seen in Figure
29. The decrease in the water removal was not significant, but the reason that the trend
was observed was that the mass transfer coefficient was calculated with Onda’s
relationship, which is a function of superficial velocities. At constant mass flow rate, the
superficial velocity was decreased with the increase of the cross sectional area of the
column. Evaporation rate is dependent on the mass transfer coefficient, therefore with
decrease of this coefficient, evaporation rate decreased. Heat transfer coefficient was
proportional to the mass transfer coefficient through Chilton and Colburn correlation.

Every packed column has a loading point which is a point where due to superficial
velocity of vapour, liquid starts to accumulate in the packings. Further increase in the gas
velocity results in flooding and the column starts to be drowned by the liquid. Column
should be designed at the loading point, because it is the most efficient at that particular
point (Branan, 2002). As diameter was increased, superficial velocity of air decreased,
moving further away from the loading point and thus decreasing the column efficiency.
For the prototype the lowest diameter was considered and was selected to be 0.35m.
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During the sensitivity analysis, the constant boundary conditions used were the height of
the column, counter current streams flow rates and condenser specifications.

8.2

One Stage Process

To perform further parametric analysis the boundary conditions that were set and kept
constant between simulation models were:
• Water mixture mass flow rate
• Evaporator column design based on the parameteric analysis presented in the
section 8.1 (2 m high, 25 mm plastic Pall Ring packings, diameter 0.35m).

Moreover, simulations were done with the specification of the minimum temperature
approach within condenser. With this specification, the air stream was cooled to the
lowest temperature possible, dependent on the properties of the water mixture
(temperature and mass flow rate) and provided that the sufficient heat transfer area was
available.

Crucial parameters that were determined within simulations include:
•

Air mass flow rate

•

Temperature of water mixture into evaporator/condenser

•

Temperature of air into evaporator/condenser

The analysis of each parameter is explained in the subsequent sections. Block diagram of
one stage simulation is shown in Figure 30.
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DEHAIR2

Figure 30: One stage process simulation model by Aspen Plus

8.2.1

Effect o f Air Mass Flow Rate on the Water Removal Percentage and GOR
value

From simulation it was observed that with the increase of air to water mixture mass flow
ratio, water removal percentage and GOR value both increased until a certain point was
reached after which the further increase in the ratio decreased both parameters.
Simulation results are shown in Figure 31.
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Air to Water Mixture Ratio
Figure 31: Effect of air to water mixture mass flow ratio on the water removal percentage & GOR
value

At its smaller values, air to water mixture mass flow ratio was proportional to the water
removal percentage because as the air mass flow rate was increased, air had greater
carrying capacity for water vapour. At certain point the reverse effect was observed
where decrease in the water removal percentage and GOR value occurred due to the
limiting cooling capacity of the water mixture going into condenser. Due to the specified
boundary conditions of the water mixture (temperature and mass flow rate), as air mass
flow rate was increased it was also less cooled. At the point at which exit air temperature
from condenser was increased from its minimum value, the water removal percentage and
GOR value started to decrease. Minimum temperature was defined as the temperature at
which hot stream could be cooled in the condenser based on the 1°C minimum
temperature approach. This means that optimally the hot air was to be cooled to a
temperature which is 1°C higher than the temperature of cooling water mixture stream,
provided that the sufficient heat transfer area was available. It should be noted that these
results are comparable to the experimental results shown in Figures 10 and 11.
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8.2.2 Effect o f Temperature o f Water Mixture into Evaporator on the Water Removal
Percentage and GOR Value
Since it was assumed that the sufficient amount of waste heat was provided by the biogas
plant, temperature of digestate (in simulation, water mixture) into evaporator (TEwnijin)
could be varied.

It was observed that as TEwm)jn increased there was a higher mass

evaporation of water in humid air. The increase in TEwm,in caused enhanced heat and mass
transfer between two streams leading to the simulations increase of TEa,0Ut. As previously
mentioned, due to the limiting cooling capacity of the water mixture, the increase in
TEa,out results in the increase of Tca,0ut providing less heat to the water mixture stream.
Even though less sensible heat was provided by the air stream, water mixture stream was
more heated because of the greater amount of latent heat of condensation. GOR value of
process decreased when TEd,in >85°C because as specified

was increased, the

difference between Tcwmi0Ut and TEwmjin increased, requiring more energy input.
Observations are shown in Figure 32. Since the water removal percentage does not
greatly increase with the increase of water mixture temperature, 85°C was selected as an
optimized temperature because at that point the highest GOR value could be obtained.
Moreover, considering the technical reasons, temperatures higher than 85°C would not be
advisable because they would result in the increase of incrustation in the heater, limiting
the operation lifespan.
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Figure 32: Effect of temperature of water mixture into evaporator on water removal percentage &
GOR value
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8.2.3 Effect o f Temperature o f Air into Evaporator on the Water Removal Percentage
and GOR value
Waste heat provided by the biogas plant, could be utilized to either heat up digestate
stream, air stream or both. In the following, the effect of heating of the air stream on the
overall process efficiency was analysed. Note that in these simulations, the increase of
air temperature, at constant absolute humidity, decreased the relative humidity.
Therefore, as the air temperature was increased, there was an increase in the water
removal because the air capacity to absorb water was enhanced. The negative effect of
the increase in the air temperature was that GOR value decreased because extra heat was
necessary to heat up the air stream, Figure 33. Due to the limited enhancement of the
water removal and negative effect on the GOR value of this variable, it was not
considered valuable to consider it in the final prototype design.
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Figure 33: Effect of temperature of air into evaporator on the water removal percentage & GOR
value

8.2.4 Effect o f Temperature o f Water Mixture into Condenser on the Water Removal
Percentage and GOR value
The greatest effect on the system efficiency lied in the condenser because the amount of
distillate produced and the temperature to which water mixture is heated up to, were both
determined in this unit.
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Conceptually, system energetic efficiency could be improved once the heat required for
the heating of the water mixture to the specified value (85°C) is reduced. The heat
requirement could be reduced by minimizing the temperature difference over the heater.
Since the outlet temperature from the heater was specified, the temperature difference
AT*™,heater could be decreased by increasing the temperature of water mixture out of the
condenser, T0^ ,,* . This temperature could be increased by having water mixture with
higher temperature coming into the condenser. In reality, the temperature of the digestate
entering the process, can greatly vary depending on the fermentation process and the
storage time, thus due to the possible heat efficiency improvement and simulation of
actual process conditions, the effect of this parameter on the overall process was
investigated. As seen in Figure 34, the increase in the temperature of the water mixture
into the condenser had a negative impact on the water removal efficiency. This occurred
because as temperature of water mixture was increased, the air temperature out of
condenser increased simultaneously, decreasing the change in the absolute humidity of
air over the condenser and hence producing less distillate. The difference in the air
absolute humidity between Tcaout =41°C and T^out =26°C is 0.034kg H20/kg air and the
difference between water removal percentage at Tcwm,m=40°C and Tcwm,m=25°C, can be
seen in Figure 34. The highest water removal for T0™ ^ =40°C was 5.4% and it occurred
with the air to water mixture mass flow rate ratio of 0.16, while the highest water removal
for ^wn^n =25°C was 6.7% with ratio 0.25.

Thus, the overall change in the air temperature and the change in its absolute humidity
decreased with increase in the temperature of water mixture into condenser.
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Figure 34: Effect of air to water mixture mass flow ratio on the water removal percentage at
different temperature of water mixture into condenser

On the other hand, the increase in the temperature of water mixture had a positive impact
on the energetic efficiency, Figure 35. With increased temperature of the water mixture
there was also an increase in the T

wm,out

and hence decrease in the required heat input.

The maximum GOR value occurred at the lower ratios once the temperature of the water
mixture was increased. This tendency occurred because water mixture coming into the
condenser with higher temperature can only cool the smaller amounts of air to the
minimum temperature. Narayan et al., also noted a similar trend in their thermodynamic
analysis of HD, where with higher temperatures of water into condenser, higher values of
GOR were obtained (Narayan et al., 2010). Moreover, in their analysis the optimum mass
flow ratio was also decreased with the increase in the temperature of the water mixture
into condenser.

It was concluded that the lowest energy requirement occurred at the smaller air to water
mixture mass flow ratio for T Wm,in=:40oC then for T wm,in=25°C.

The highest GOR value for Tcwm,in=40°C was 2.6 and greater than the highest GOR value
for Tcwm>in=250C, 2.4, indicating that with elevated water mixture temperature the process
was more energetically efficient.
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Figure 35: Effect of air to water mixture mass flow ratio on GOR value at different temperature of
water mixture into condenser

Overall, the important observation was that the temperature of water mixture had
opposite effects on the water removal and GOR; as temperature was increased the water
removal efficiency decreased while GOR value increased. Even though at temperatures
compared, the air absolute humidity was only marginally different, due to the absolute
value of air mass flow utilized, the difference could be substantial leading to decrease in
the water removal percentage up to 1.4%, and the increase in the GOR value by only
0.19.

8.2.5 Effect o f Air Temperature out o f Condenser on the Water Removal Percentage
Since in the analysis above it was noticed that the temperature of water mixture into
condenser had a great impact on the process efficiency, it was interesting to investigate
the effect of the air temperature on the process, at one specified temperature of the water
mixture into condenser. The aim was to find out the extent of the effect the air
temperature had on the process, without consideration of the limits imposed by the
temperature of water mixture into condenser. The effect of air temperature out of
condenser, Tcaj0ut is shown in Figure 36.
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Figure 36: Effect of temperature of air out of condenser on the water removal percentage

Therefore, as the temperature of air from the condenser was increased distillate
production decreased. Average change in distillate production was 0.78 kg/h K.

8.2.6

Conclusion: Parametric Analysis o f the One Stage Process

Overall conclusion of one stage process was that the highest water removal percentage
and GOR value were obtained when air was cooled to the minimum possible temperature.
Furthermore, the optimum conditions were achieved when this temperature was reached
with the highest air mass flow rate. Minimum temperature was defined as the temperature
1°C above the temperature of water mixture into condenser. The optimum temperature
that water mixture should be heated up to was 85°C. Moreover, it was found that the
optimal air to water mixture mass flow ratio was dependent on the temperature of water
mixture entering the process, shown in Table 14. Note the water mixture is implied to be
digestate in the real process.
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T a b le 1 4 : C o m p a r iso n o f o n e sta g e p r o c ess w ith d iffe re n t tem p er a tu r e o f w a ter
m ix tu re in to co n d e n se r

Minimum T c a.out
Air to water mixture mass flow ratio with min
T a,out [kg/h]
Water Removal Percentage [%]
GOR
Energy per m of distillate fkWh/m ]

T^wm.in = 25°C
26°C
0.25

TCwn,in “ 40°C
41°C
0.16

6.8
2.41
258

5.4
2.59
239

According to the parametric analysis the maximum water removal percentage obtained
was 6.8%, with water mixture inlet temperature at 25°C, and air to water mixture mass
flow ratio of 0.25. With this system configuration the achieved GOR value was 2.41 and
hence the energy utilized was 258 kWh/ m3.

Since with the suggested one stage process, the technical goal criteria specified in the
study was not met, other system configurations were analyzed and are discussed in the
subsequent sections.

8.3 Multi Stage Process
Since the goal of 50% water removal could not be achieved even with optimized one
stage HD process, the multi stage configuration was considered.

Multi stage process configuration involved a sequence of identical stages with similar
boundary conditions. For simulation of such system equal mass flow rates of air were
used in all stages, the temperature of water mixture into condenser was specified to 25°C
and in each stage water mixture was heated up to preset value of 85°C.

With identical air mass flow rates the limit of 5 stages occurred because concentrate
coming out of the last stage was too hot to cool the air stream coming out of the
evaporator in the subsequent stage. In this type of multi stage process, concentrate from
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evaporator in stage N, going into stage N+l, was primarily heated in the condenser by
cooling the air stream coming out of evaporator in stage N+l and then was further heated
to 85°C with waste heat provided by the biogas plant, schematically shown in Figure 37.

Figure 37: Multi stage process schematics

Similar to other configurations, it was important to obtain the maximum cooling of the air
stream in condenser. With specification of air to water mixture ratio 0.25 (optimum mass
flow obtained from one stage process with the temperature of water mixture equal to
25°C) for each stage, the following results were obtained; total water removal was 15%,
total heat necessary to heat up water mixture to 85°C in each stage was 90 kW, which
results in the GOR value equal to 1.65.

From Figure 38, it can be seen that as the number of stages was increased the water
removal per stage and GOR value for each stage both decreased.
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Figure 38: Water removal percentage and GOR value per stage in multi stage process

Since the limit of 5 stages was reached without achieving a sufficient water removal and
through the observations collected from the one stage parametric studies, additional
configuration was investigated. To increase the productivity of the multi stage process
the possibility of changing the air mass flow rates from stage to stage was considered. As
previously mentioned, the highest energetic efficiency and water removal amount were
achieved when the air stream coming out of the condenser was cooled to the minimum
temperature possible based on the conditions of the cooling medium and assuming that
the sufficient heat transfer area was provided. The temperature of concentrate increased
with the stages and since the concentrate from stage N was used to cool the air in stage
N+l, smaller amounts of air were possible to be cooled to the minimum temperature. The
air mass flow rates were decreased according to the stage conditions with aim to obtain
the maximum distillate production particular for each stage. With such configuration 10
stages were possible.

As the number of stages in process was increased distillate production per stage
decreased, Figure 39.
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Figure 39: Water removal percentage and GOR value per stage in multi stage process with specific
design per stage

In Figure 39, there were observable changes in the GOR values between the stages.
aL

aL

Maximum GOR value was reached between 4 and 7 stage and it was greatly decreased
in stage 10. This happened because distillate production and heat required to the system
both decreased with stages, but the rate of decrease in the heat requirement was greater
than the rate of decrease in distillate, Figure 40, thus giving higher GOR value.
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Figure 40: Heat required and distillate produced per stage in multi stage process
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Heat requirement decreased because in each evaporation stage, as the amount of the air
going into the evaporator at stage N was decreased, concentrate coming out of that stage
had higher temperature and thus less energy was required to heat up to 85°C at stage
N+l. Distillate production and hence water removal percentage decreased because as
temperature of concentrate going into the condenser increased, air ‘minimum’ cooling
temperature also increased.
After 10 stages of evaporation and condensation, 24% of water was removed, GOR was
2.7, and the energy required was 227 kW/m of distillate.

Figure 39 demonstrates the efficiency of each stage which was defined as the amount of
water removal that occurs at that particular stage. In last stage only 0.5% of water
removal was possible, therefore the necessity of that stage was questionable. Overall,
even with optimized multi stage process the water removal goal was not exactly met.

8.4 Additional Air Cooling
One of the most influential variables on the process efficiency was the temperature of the
air out of condenser. Since it was realized that in order to achieve project’s goals, the
sequence of stages was needed and to prevent the complexity of the process in which
every stage is specifically designed, it was considered to use the multistage process but to
introduce the additional system for air cooling. With such system, additional control
variable was introduced, allowing the air to be cooled to the specified temperature within
each stage, without the temperature limits being reached.

Within one stage simulation, the effect of the air temperatures at specified temperature of
the water mixture into condenser was investigated with the assumption that additional air
cooling was possible.

As it appears, specifying the air temperature to 40°C was a

reasonable value because, even though the water removal percentage increased with
lower air temperatures, there was also more waste heat released by the system, reducing
the energetic efficiency. Moreover, it was noted that the air to digestate ratio had a
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different effect in such scenario compared to other configuration in which there was no
additional air cooling. No maximum value was reached, but instead linear trend was
noticed.

Figure 41: Effect of air to water mixture mass flow ratio on the water removal percentage at
different temperatures of air out of condenser 2

Figure 42: Effect of air to water mixture mass flow ratio on GOR value at different temperatures of
air out of condenser 2

From Figures 41 and 42 it can be seen that as the air to water mixture ratio was increased,
the water removal increased but GOR value decreased. There was no optimal point as in
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the systems without additional cooling. Hence, with the additional air cooling to 40°C, air
to water mixture mass flow rate ratio 0.16, at which point GOR=2 can be achieved, the
water removal per stage was 6% and hence after approximately 9 stages, the project goal
of 50% removal efficiency, can be achieved. This value was chosen because by cooling
the air to lower temperature more cooling medium would need to be put into the system,
increasing the overall cost.

8.5 Conclusion: Parametric Studies
According to the specified processing flow rate of lm of water mixture per hour, the
evaporator with 0.35m diameter, filled with 2m of Pall Rings was designed. The optimum
temperature that water mixture should be heated up to was found to be 85°C. One of the
influential variables on the process efficiency was the temperature of water mixture into
condenser. With increase in this temperature better energetic efficiency was obtained on
the expense of water removal efficiency. This was due to the cooling capacity of water
mixture stream which becomes limited as its temperature increased. With optimized one
stage process and water mixture inlet temperature at 40°C, approximately 6% of water
can be removed, therefore other process configuration by which this percentage could be
improved were considered. The considered processes schematics were the multi stage
process, the multi stage with optimized air mass flow rates per stage and the multi stage
process with the additional air cooling. After the rigorous parametric studies was done in
Aspen Plus by imposing different boundary conditions, it was concluded that in order to
achieve the specified goal criteria of 50% water removal and GOR greater than 2, the
multistage process with additional cooling was necessary.

Since the experimental work was done with water and simulation work was done with
water mixture the limitation of the present work was that in did not account for the
additional energy consumption that would be needed for the processing of the actual
digestate. This additional energy consumption would be due to the increase in the
pumping power associated with the viscosity of digestate. Therefore, after the
experimental work on the designed prototype with actual digestate is done, the full
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confirmation of the applicability of HD toward the digestate processing and the
economics of the process will be determined.
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CHAPTER 9
PROTOTYPE
Due to the parametric studies described in Chapter 8 it was realized that with one stage
process the water removal percentage goal could not be met, therefore the multi stage
process with the additional air cooling was selected for digestate processing. For the
realization of the multistage process three prototype schematics were considered: batch,
continuous and semi-continuous. Batch process required circulation of the digestate until
the desired water removal was achieved, continuous process required the physical
increase of the number of stages, hence 10 evaporators, and 10 condensers, and semi
continuous required only one physical unit but with continuous make up and bleed to and
from the system.

Table 15: Process schematics decision matrix
P ro cess

A d v a n ta g es

D isa d v a n ta g es

Batch

■ One Stage -> Lower
cost

Continuous

■ Each stage can be
optimized separately
according to its specific
boundary conditions

■ Start up & Shut down
after each processing
cycle
■ Digestate concentration
& viscosity increase
■ Stages -> Higher cost

Semi-continuous

■ One Stage-> Lower cost
than continuous
■ No start-up & shut down
after each processing
cycle

■ System complexity

■ More recirculation
needed than in batch
process because dilution
■ Digestate concentration
& viscosity change with
time

Advantages and disadvantages decision matrix for each possible process configuration,
Table 15, led to the selection of the semi continuous process for the realization of the
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prototype. Semi continuous process was to be realized with one evaporator and one
condenser, having continuous bleed and fresh feed stream. Disadvantage of such
configuration was that each particular stage could not be separately optimized, and to
achieve the specified project goal and the steady state conditions the control of the
additional variable was necessary. As shown in the parametric analysis, the additional
variable, also significant in achieving the adequate water removal, was the temperature of
the air out of the condenser. Since this temperature was highly dependent on the
temperature of the digestate coming into the condenser, which would increase with each
circulation step, the additional cooling of the air with external stream was done.
Supplementary condenser in which air was to be cooled to the specified temperature by
using air or water cooling stream was specified as another unit necessary for the process.
By manipulation of this variable, the temperature of the concentrate being re-circulated
will also remain constant.

With semi-continuous process configuration it was necessary to establish the fresh feed
and bleed recirculation rate. The amount of the digestate to be processed for prototype
was specified to be lOOOkg/h and due to the simulation results, the air to digestate ratio
was specified to be 0.16 with additional cooling air cooling to 40°C. Thus, with such
configuration 6% water removal per cycle can be achieved. The flow split ratio was
defined as the ratio of the total concentrate from the evaporator to the concentrate that
was re-circulated. To determine the most efficient flow split ratio, it was important to
consider the actual concentration of the digestate, which is 95% water. Hence, after each
recirculation there would be a slight increase in the digestate concentration. As seen in
Figure 46, the decrease in the flow split ratio had a negative effect on the number of
cycles (1 cycle is considered to be one hour of operation) necessary to achieve the
specified water removal percentage.

As flow split ratio was decreased, more fresh

digestate was fed into the system, diluting the digestate to be processed. According to
Figure 43, the most efficient flow split ratio was 0.99 where after 16 cycles, 50% of the
water in the digestate processed was separated from it.
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Figure 43: Water removal percentage per cycle at different flow split ratios

Thus, at the start of the process lOOOkg/h of the digestate was to be fed into the system.
After first hour of operation, removal of distilled water, and the first bleed, the fresh
digestate is supplied to the system to maintain lOOOkg/h specification. With assumption
that 6% water removal per stage is achieved, 67kg/h of fresh digestate is constantly
supplied to the system, 60kg/h is removed as water, while 7kg/h is removed as bleed.
After 16 hours of operation, 1905kg of digestate was processed, 960kg of water was
removed, achieving 50% water removal efficiency.

9.1 Evaporator Design
Through the parametric studies explained in the previous section and according to
boundary conditions, evaporator column was designed with following geometric
configuration: packed column, filled with Pall Rings up to the height 2m with inside
diameter 0.35m.
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9.2 Condenser Design
9.2.1

Condenser 1

The purpose of the first condenser was to cool the humid air coming out of the evaporator
and condense its water vapour. Within this unit, the heat released from the air was to be
transferred to the digestate, preheating it, and thus decreasing the overall heat input into
the process.

The goal was to design a condenser in which small temperature difference between
cooling and heating stream can be achieved while maintaining the small pressure drop in
the unit. It was also important to consider the homogeneity of the digestate solution
during the condenser design. Due to the presence of dissolved solids, the geometry of the
condenser needed to be such that the residence time of the digestate within the column
was short preventing the settling of dissolved species, but yet long enough to achieve the
desired heat transfer. Another important consideration was to have a column designed in
such a way that it can be easily cleaned in the case of the clogging or malfunction.

The original condenser design idea, as done in the experimental phase of the project, was
to design it as a shell & tube heat exchanger. To achieve the specified heat duty within
such condenser it would be necessary to have a truly counter current flow orientations,
requiring large length. The predicament with extended length is that with the increase in
the length of the heat exchanger, the turbulence of streams decreased, which together
with the presence of non condensable gases, hinders the heat transfer greatly.

To

compensate for this decrease in the heat transfer, it would be necessary to decrease the
diameter of tubes which increases the turbulence of the flowing stream. On the other
hand, the likelihood of clogging within the tubes is increased due to the decrease in
diameter.

Aspen Exchanger Design & Rating simulation software was used for design of the
condenser with specified heat duty. Designed condenser was 3.2m long, with 680 tubes,
each having 25mm diameter made out of polypropylene. Due to the required length, and
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large number of tubes, the design of condenser as shell & tube heat exchanger was
disregarded.

Plate heat exchanger was another considered option. Advantage of plate heat exchangers
was the smaller temperature approaches that can be obtained in a smaller area and lower
cost when compared to shell & tube heat exchangers. The main disadvantage of these
columns is that there is relatively large pressure drops which results in higher energy
consumption (Shah & Sekulic, 2003).

Spiral heat exchangers are well known heat exchangers, in which one or more spirally
wound coils are fitted in a shell. Due to the geometrical versatility this type of heat
exchanger had a particular compatibility with this process. One advantage of these units
is that due to the spiral wound, the length is shorter than the length of the straight tube
condenser. Moreover turbulence is increased due to the wounding which enhances the
mass transfer coefficient (Shah & Sekulic, 2003).

Spiral condenser was selected and designed to have two helical tubes wound around a
large plastic tube. In such condenser digestate was to flow through the helical tubes
while air was considered to flow outside of the helical tube, inside cylindrical housing.
The condenser was designed with the assumption that the temperature cross was allowed
and that the minimum temperature difference was 5°C. Minimum temperature difference
is the difference between the temperatures of the cooling medium inlet and hot medium
outlet. High grade steel was used for helical coils with surface increasing effect, the fins.
Tubes selected had DN 25, inside diameter 30mm, and outside diameter 34mm. Two
parallel spiral wound tubes were to be used, which were concentrically arranged and
wound around polypropylene tube with outside diameter 450mm. The outside housing
was made out of polypropelene pipe with 630 mm diameter. Number of spirals per coil
was 33. The design of this condenser was mainly the responsibility of Company Burger
GmbH Co. KG.
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9.2.2

Condenser 2

The purpose of the second condenser was to realize the additional air cooling to the
specified temperature, 40°C. Considered cooling medium for this application were water
and ambient air. The disadvantage of cooling with ambient air is that the temperature of
the cooling medium fluctuates throughout the year, and this could contribute to the
unstable process operation. Standard plate air-to-air heat exchangers typically have a
design specification where both air streams have to have similar mass flow rates. In this
particular case to achieve the specified cooling, the mass flow of cooling air would need
to be much higher than the flow rate of stream to be cooled, and thus existing air to air
plate heat exchanger would not be applicable. High air mass flow rates would also require
a special ducting and apparatus that would bring the air in from the outside increasing the
power requirement of the process.

Using water as cooling medium seemed to be a much more feasible option. Heated water
from the heat exchanger was considered to be cooled by a simple cooling tower. Water
as cooling medium is more efficient, and lower mass flow rates are necessary.

This condenser was designed with similar methodology as Condenser 1. For this
application smaller helical tubes were used with 18 spirals per coil.

These condensers were designed to be enclosed in one housing, stacked one on top of the
other. Total length of condenser casing was 2400mm including the additional fittings.

9.3 Process Schematic
From Figure 44, the complete schematic of the suggested process can be seen. The pH of
the digestate was to be treated in the digestate buffer tank, T-101, from where it was to be
sent to the Condenser C-101. From C-101, digestate goes to the heater H-101, where it
was to be heated up to 85°C and distributed into the Evaporator E-101. The concentrate
from E-101 was to be held in the sedimentation tank T-102, from where the specified
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amount of digestate was to be re-circulated, and mixed with the fresh digestate. Constant
concentrate bleed was to be drawn from T-102, which was compensated by the fresh
digestate. Air was to be run in a closed loop cycle between Evaporator E-101, Condenser
C-101, and Condenser C-102.

The positive displacement (PD) rotary pump, P-101, was selected to handle digestate. PD
pumps were selected over centrifugal pump because digestate viscosity could be as high
as 600cSt and if the viscosity of the fluid is over 400 cSt PD pump should be considered
(Parker, 1994). Moreover PD pumps are better for the shear sensitive fluids because it
limits fluid’s exposure to the high shearing action of centrifugal impeller. These pumps
usually have higher efficiency then centrifugal pump whose efficiency decreases as
viscosity increases due to increased friction losses within the pump (Perry & Green,
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2007). The positive displacement pump delivers a constant volume of liquid for each
cycle against varying discharge pressure or head which could change due to the changes
in fluid viscosity. These pumps operate by filling a cavity and then displacing a given
volume of liquid (Perry & Green, 2007). Thus, compared to the centrifugal pump that
produces varied flow dependent on the pressure, PD pump moves a set volume of the
liquid regardless of the pressure. Moreover, PD pumps are capable of efficient
performance at extremely low volume throughput rates and effect of pressure changes on
PD pump is not as significant as on the centrifugal pump (Parker, 1994). Rotary PD
pump was selected instead of reciprocating because it limits the pulsation of the flow
important for condenser application. (Perry & Green, 2007).

Solenoid butterfly valves were selected to be used for the process. Valves V-102 was to
be directly controlled by the float switch, 1-1. Float switches are used to flow on the top
of the liquid and open or close the circuit as the liquid rises or drops. Therefore, as switch
changes the position it produces electricity that can be sent to the valve. 1-1 controls the
level of sedimentation tank, T-102, to prevent the overflow. Other valves were to be
controlled by LabView sending the analog signal to the solenoid portion of the valve.
Butterfly valves were selected because they are best suited for regulating the fluid flow
and they can move in a linear or equal percentage movement in the relation to the flow.
These valves are also applicable for slurries and liquids with suspended solids. The
advantages are that they have a low cost and maintenance, high capacity and flow control
(Perry & Green, 2007).
The only regulating instrument for the air mass flow rate was a fan that would generate
the desired air speed. The type of the fan selected was the vanaxial fan, F-101, because it
has the highest efficiency among other fans (78-85%). Fan was to be equipped with
frequency inverter for adjustment of different flow rates.
The simplest mass flow measuring device would be a rotameter. The problem is that in
the practice rotameters measure fluids with viscosity less than 0.003 Pa.s (Perry & Green,
2007) and the highest viscosity of digestate was approximated to be 0.6 Pa.s. Therefore
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digestate was considered to be too viscous to be measured with rotameter. Instead a
magnetic mass flow meter was selected to measure digestate mass flow rate, MF-101. For
measuring the mass flow rate of distillate a disk meter with pulse output, MF-102, was
selected.

Two temperatures were selected to be controlled variables, temperature of digestate into
the evaporator and the temperature of the air out of the condenser, as explained in Section
9.3.1, and these temperatures were to be measured with more accurate thermo elements,
Pt-100, T6 and T4 respectively. For the remainder of streams the temperatures were to be
measured with simple thermocouples, Type-K, since these temperatures are not
controlled and thus the accuracy is not as relevant. As long as two governing
temperatures were maintained relatively constant, the rest of temperatures should be in
the ranges predicted and sufficient for the analysis. Total number of the thermo elements
needed for the prototype operation was 16, out of which 2 are Pt-100 and the rest are
thermocouples Type-K.

9.3.1

Control Strategy

In order to maintain a relatively constant process condition certain variables were needed
to be controlled. Boundary conditions that were set and that could be controlled were:

1. pH of the digestate
2. Total mass flow of digestate
r1

3. Temperature of the air out of the condenser, T a>out
4. Temperature of the digestate into the evaporator, T \ j n

The best control strategy would be to control these variables by manipulating the
variables that were independent of the process and that were expected to be relatively
constant.
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pH of digestate was to be controlled manually by measuring the pH with a pH probe, and
accordingly adding more or less acid to the digestate.

The total mass flow of digestate was set to 1000 kg/h. Mass flow meter, MF-101, was to
be used to measure this flow rate. This value was then to be sent the controller which
calculates the mass flow of fresh digestate needed to maintain the total digestate mass
flow at 1000 kg/h. This value was then to be received by V-101, Figure 44, which would
regulate the flow of the fresh digestate. In order to assure that 1000 kg/h is obtained
another measuring element can be placed after junction between concentrate and the fresh
digestate, which can be connected to the V-105. Since the mass flow rate measuring
device required for this application was the expensive magnetic flow meter, for the
prototype the simpler flow control strategy was considered. With the simpler control
strategy it was possible to use only one magnetic mass flow meter to measure the fresh
digestate flow rate and also, since the positive displacement pump has a linear relation
between pump speed and the mass flow, it would provide the additional control of the
mass flow. Furthermore, a simple float control device would be used to provide the safety
feature that would prevent the system over-feeding and which would be connected to the
V-102. Thus, if the level exceeds the expected level, the valve would be closed, limiting
the mass flow rate of fresh digestate into the system.

Due to the high possibilities of unpredicted disturbances that can affect the process, it was
more convenient to control the temperatures by the utility streams whose boundary
conditions are relatively constant and predictable. Thus, the goal was to control two
temperature variables by using two utility streams; hot water and cooling water streams.

Temperature of the air out of the condenser was set to 40°C;
T c a,out,

T

a>out = 40°C. To control

it was suggested to use the feedback (FB) and feed forward (FF) control strategy.

T a,out was to be measured, compared to the set point in FB controller, and the difference
(error) was to be used along with disturbances in the FF controller. Disturbances,
temperature of air into the condenser, Tca,m, and temperature of cooling water into the
condenser, T CW)in, were to be measured and fed back into the controller FF. T a,in was
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considered a disturbances because it highly depends on the conditions within this process
and thus would be hard to control within system. T cw>jn was considered a disturbance
because it varies with weather conditions. Upon receiving all input information FF would
adjust the valve V-108 to the specific mass flow rate. Therefore the cooling water mass
flow rate, Fccw,in was the manipulated variable that was adjusted to achieve the process
specification. This control strategy was suggested for a full plant operation but for the
sake of simplicity and lowering the expenses for the first prototype, it was decided that
only temperature of T a,out would be measured and cooling water valve accordingly
adjusted, Figure 44.
Temperature of the digestate into the evaporator, T\ m was to be controlled by adjusting
the mass flow rate of hot utility water stream. In this control loop the disturbances were
the temperature of digestate into the heater THd,in, the temperature of hot water THhw,in and
the mass flow rate of the hot water FHhw>in. Therefore combination of feedback and feed
forward control was to be used. In feedforward THd,m, THhW;in, FHhw,in were to be measured
r

and in feed back the actual temperature obtained, T a,in, was to be measured. These values
would than be the input for the controller which would send the output value that adjusts
V-109 and hence achieves the necessary FHhw,in. One again, due to the economic
limitations of the prototype simpler control strategy was considered in which only the
feed back control strategy is considered and hence T ^ w a s to be measured and valve V109 adjusted accordingly.
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CHAPTER 10
CONCLUSION
Biomass can be used as a form of renewable energy when due to its fermentation with
bacteria, is decomposed into methane and CO2. Methane is typically used for electricity
generation and the process carried out in the biogas plant is accompanied by the release
of low temperature waste heat. The by-product of fermentation process is digestate with
low nutrient and high water concentrations. Digestate is typically reused as a fertilizer on
the farm but the limitation it the allowed nutrient load per farm. Thus, the transportation
of the digestate from the areas with nutrient overloads to the areas of nutrient shortages is
often necessary. In order to decrease the transportation costs, and to produce highly
concentrated fertilizer, water content of the digestate should be reduced. In industry there
are numerous ways to remove water from digestate ranging from the mechanical means,
thermal means or biological means. The main disadvantage of these methods is typically
the energy consumption and process complexity.

Humidification dehumidification is commonly used for desalination of salt water. It
consists of closed-air and open-water cycles processed in the evaporator and condenser
columns. This process is marked by its simplicity and energetic efficiency. Often the
heat produced in the biogas plant is released into the atmosphere without being efficiently
reused and by coupling HD to the biogas plant this heat can be efficiently reused.

The application of the HD system for water removal from digestate was investigated in
this thesis. The advantage of this process was its simplicity and the possibility to couple it
to the biogas plant, allowing the waste heat from biogas to be efficiently reused. The
experiments were conducted to investigate the efficiency of a cross-flow shell & tube
heat exchanger as a condenser and the expected ammonia concentration in the produced
distillate. It was realized that this type of condenser could be applicable for the process
and that the ammonia concentration in distillate would be higher than the allowable
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standards for sewage disposal and therefore appropriate ammonia treatment needs to be
implemented.

A simulation model of the process was developed in Aspen Plus by AspenTech
simulation software. The simulation model was validated with the experimental results,
where the percent difference between the temperatures was less than 1%, between
distillate productions was less than 5% and average ammonia concentration was less than
10%. Relatively high percent difference of the concentrations can be attributed to the
inaccuracy of ammonia electrode at low measuring concentrations.

After proving the validity of the simulation model, optimization of the process was done
considering different process configuration. Since a one stage process could not meet the
specified project goals, the multistage process with additional air cooling was selected.
Evaporator column was designed using the optimized simulation model, along with the
specification of boundary conditions.

Based on the simulation results, prototype was designed, and the first tests with digestate
are to be undertaken. Prototype was designed for processing of lm3 of digestate per hour.
The digestate was to be heated up to 85°C with the heat provided from the biogas plant.
At these conditions it was assumed that the steady state temperature of digestate would be
46°C and that 0.16 mass flow rate of air to digestate was to be used. The additional air
cooling would be done to maintain the steady state temperature within system. Since the
multistage process was required to achieve the 50% water removal, semi-continuous
process schematic was to be used. To compensate for the distillate removed, the fresh
feed was to be constantly fed into the system, with small removal of bleed that maintains
the small concentration gradient. The evaporator column was to be a packed column with
diameter 0.35m and packed height 2m. It was realized that the geometry of shell and tube
heat exchanger would be inconvenient due to its length, thus double spiral condenser was
designed. Similar condenser was also suggested for the extra cooling of the air. The
ammonia would be handled by acidification of digestate prior to the introduction to the
HD system, which would shift the ammonia equilibrium towards the ammonium ion
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which does not readily diffuse into air. With such process schematics and design it was
expected that 50% of water could be removed from digestate with energetic efficiency of
the process defined in terms of GOR value approximately equal to 2.
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